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DSP Noise & QRM Filter,
RTTY Modem
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hnology provides superior performance
educing ORM and URN. This unit also
a built-in audio test instrument
perator, millivoltmeter and tone decoder
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• NEW! Binaural CW, CW Spotlight and
Radio/PC mode for sound card interface
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with 80kB RAM
• Field upgradeable design keeps you up
to date
• LCD display for Visable Memory" and
Calibrated Filters"
• Wideband filter for AM and FM
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Cancels S-9 line noise
Nulls strong interfering signals
Works with any transceiver/receiver
Makes two antennas into phased array
Wipes out noise before it hits your

receiver
• Reduces interference generated by
powerlines, electric motors, TVs and
home electronics up to 40dB
• Works for voice, data and CW
• 250 Watt rating

For more information visit our website at

www.nevada.co.uk
Or call the

NEVADA SALES HOTLINE

02392 313090
Unit 1 • Fitzherbert Spur • Farlington • Portsmouth • P06 ITT
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ANC-4
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• Continuous filter tuning up to 5kHz
using optical encoders
• Voice Lowpass, Highpass from
100-5.0kHz
• CW and Data 10Hz - 600Hz wide
• NEW! PSK31 and SSTV filters
• Manual notch Heterodyne Eliminator"
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right. They're linked both through meaning
and through etymology. "Contest" can be a
verb meaning "to dispute," and
"contestation" essentially means "an act,
instance, or state of contesting." Both words
can be traced to the Latin verb "contestari,"
meaning "to call to witness." "Contestari"
itself comes from "testis," a Latin noun
meaning "witness," which is also the source
of our "attest" ("to bear witness to"),
"testify" ("to bear witness"), and
"testimony" ("a declaration made by a
witness"), among others.

me...or
is
that
indigestion
or
constipation?...anyway as I'm sure you
know it can be quite painful and there
always appears to be a large dose of "to
dispute"...

CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL

73 tu
Paul GOWAT

cox°

Well I don't know about you, but 40m
during CQWWs (particularly SSB), always
brings on a great degree of contestation in

CHILTERN DX CLUB

The UK DX Foundation

DX Calendar (continued from page 47)
25/07-02/08 IV3/HA8KW/P: Grado Island (EU-130)
25/07-29/07 TM2ON & F/ON#xxx/p: Sein Island (EU-068) by ONs
26/07 9A6AA: Zeca Island (EU-136)
26/07-29/07 ED1URJ: Sisargas Islands (EU-077) by EAs
26/07-29/07 MMOBQI/P & GB5SI: Summer Isles (EU-092)
26/07-28/07 PA6TEX & PA/ON4NOK: Texel Island (EU-038) by ONs
26/07-28/07 WF1N and W1DIG: Thacher Island (NA-148)
27/07 9A6AA: Visoki Island (EU-136)
27/07-28/07 DLOKWH: Usedom Island (EU - 129)
27/07-28/07 EA5KB/EA7: EU-143
27/07-28/07 II7GR: Isola Grande (EU-091)
27/07-28/07 VK4FW: Cumberland Island (OC-160)
27/07-28/07 VE2DX/VY2: Prince Edward Island (NA-029)
27/07-28/07 IOTA Contest
28/07-02/08 VYOAE: Resolution Island (NA-130) by VE8AE
29/07-04/08 YB: Masalembu Islands (0C-???) by Is and YCs
31/07-05/08 KL7AK: Deer Island (NA-???)
July-August 9G1AA: Ghana by PA3AWW
July FP: St. Pierre & Miquelon (NA-032) by VE9GLF & VE9MY
July-August V73KZ & V73SX: Taongi Atoll (0C-???)
01/08-01/10 OX3LG: Kook Island (NA-220)
02/08-04/08 Pacific Northwest DX Convention
04/08-22/08 XY3C, XY5T, XY7V: Myanmar & Arakan Region gr (AS-???)
05/08-11/08 V8: Brunei by IT9SSI, IV3FSG, IZ8CCW
10/08-14/08 FO/IK2QPR: Bora Bora (OC-067), French Polynesia
10/08-11/08 WAE DX CW Contest
17/08-18/08 International Lighthouse/Lightship Weekend
12/08-18/08 9H3KW: Gozo Island (EU-023) by EA5KW
25/08-31/08 5V7X0: Togo by VE2X0
31/08-01/09 Korea DX Convention
14/09-15/09 WAE DX SSB Contest
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Don Field, G3XTT

Unsurprisingly, the bands have entered the
summer doldrums, with conditions patchy
and very little to work on 10m, other than
occasional Sporadic E. However, I certainly
have something to celebrate since the last
Digest, having finally caught up with Ed
P5/4L4FN for my last country. In the event
it was something of an anti-climax. He had
been on earlier in the morning on 15 SSB,
and a Cluster spot said he would be back at
1100. I lined up the antenna, warmed up the
linear, and worked Ed third call. What's
more, I then caught him on RTTY a couple
of hours later. Even better, the QSL came
back almost by return. UK stations running
barefoot to dipoles and verticals are now
routinely reporting QSOs with Ed, so it's
clear that he's doing a phenomenal job
clearing the demand for what was until
recently the very rarest of countries. And
KK5DO is doing a fantastic job with the
QSLs, even maintaining regular status
reports on his web site.
Indeed, I wonder how many CDXC
members now have them all. I recall some
years back that Bren G4DYO, when he was
editor of this newsletter, used to send out
certificates to any member getting on to
Honor Roll. The prospect of anyone getting
the lot, with ZA, A5, P5, etc. totally QRT,
was just a pipedream. How times change!
Jubilee
As well as such exotic DX, many of us in
the UK have had fun recently on the back of
the Jubilee celebrations. A number of
CDXC members were involved in
organising and/or operating GB50, and I
daresay some were involved in other of the
special event stations that were established
for the occasion. Many members will also
have taken advantage of the GQ prefix to

become a little "rare" themselves. And, of
course, there was the Jubilee Contest; we
have two accounts later in these pages of
activity in that event.
DXpedition Operator

Register

There was some correspondence in the
January issue of the Digest (pp 12 & 13) as
to the value of collecting and holding data
on potential DXpeditioners. Then when an
expedition is being organised, perhaps by a
CDXC member but maybe by others who
are looking out for team members, we
would have a register of those of our
membership who might be interested.
Indeed, not only a register, but up-to-date
amateur radio CVs of the people concerned,
with their particular skill sets, experience,
willingness and availability to travel, etc.
Your Committee has agreed to hold this
information, and anyone who wants to
register interest should, in the first instance,
send their details to me. Of course, this isn't
in any way a guarantee that you will be
invited to participate in any specific
expedition, as every expedition organiser
has his own criteria for selection, but it
certainly can't do any harm!
Contents
Another bumper issue for you this time,
with a couple of DXpedition write-ups and
some great contributions from members.
Sometimes it seems from the various
Internet reflectors that our hobby is made up
of the "do-ers" and the "whiners".
Fortunately, when the silent majority step
forward, it becomes clear that most of you
are, I'm delighted to say, in the former
category, with interesting tales to tell. Let's
have more of them!
Finally, a big thank-you to George G3NOH
for the photos of the Annual Dinner which
appeared in the last Digest.
73 Don G3XTT

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
John Butcher, G3LAS

You should be receiving this copy of the
Digest a few days before our AGM and
Summer Social. I hope you are all making
plans to attend but, if not, this might serve
as a timely reminder. Bring the family for
the gathering of the clans at Shiplake
Bottom, aka the QTH of Don, G3XTT.
Details and route information were in the
May issue of the Digest. It will be a good
day out, with fun for all and some good
raffle prizes, so come along and give it a go.

on the question of whether we should
support expeditions which were primarily of
interest to IOTA chasers rather than DXCC
enthusiasts. We did not receive many
opinions on this, but those that did reply
were pretty evenly balanced between the
"Yeas" and the "Nays". It is clear that many
members do have an interest in IOTA, so we
are proposing a good British compromise.
You will know that IREF, the Island Radio
Expedition Foundation, exists solely to
support IOTA operations. We suggest that
CDXC might make a single donation,
perhaps on an annual basis, to IREF, rather
than debating whether to support individual
groups. The amount might be, say, £250,
equivalent to about one "normal" donation.
This would in no way affect our
consideration of applications which are for
trips to "rare-ish" DXCC entities which just
happen to be islands. Again, I would be
interested to hear members' views. Apart
from the benefit of helping operations which
members would be keen to work on the air,
we have also been assured by IREF that we
could obtain interesting write-ups of these
activities for publication in the Digest.

One item on the AGM agenda will be the
question of subscriptions. Most of you will
be aware that we have maintained the
present figure of £12 for many years and the
Committee sees no need to change this for
2002-3. However, the increasing number of
expeditions and the general effects of
inflation have meant that the reserve fund
built up in past years has been slowly
decreasing. We suspect that, even when the
solar cycle turns down, people's appetite for
expeditioning and DX-hunting will not
decrease in proportion. Maybe emphasis
will shift to the lower frequencies but, in
any event, there are sure to be many calls
for our support. Other costs, of which the
main one is the production of the Digest,
will certainly continue to rise as well.

Local Heroes
Now, yet another matter on which views are
sought. You will remember that we have
instituted the CDXC "Local Heroes" Award
for operators resident in "desirable" DXCC
entities who give us all thousands of QSOs
over a long period of time and
uncomplainingly QSL time and time again,
often with little or no sponsorship or
financial recompense. It is now time for us
to decide on the first recipient(s) of this new
award and the following well-known call
signs have been suggested for consideration,
in no particular order:

Since any change in subscription has to be
agreed by the membership as a whole at a
general meeting, we intend to ask at the
AGM for authority to raise the subscription
to £15 pa from July 2003, if the Committee
feels it necessary at that time. Anyone who
has opinions on this matter and who cannot
be at the AGM is welcome to communicate
their views to any member of the Committee
before July 20.
Needless to say, expressions of agreement
are as relevant as any objections.

9M2TO, HSO/G3NOM, 3B9FR, ZF2NT,
9J2B0, HFOPOL, 9L1BTB, ST2SA,
VK9NS, FO5QS and ZK ICG

IOTA Support

We recently asked for members' opinions

4

idiot!...in my pleasure at finally finding a
'up' frequency that was clear I had omitted
to clock the fact that I was listening out of
band...a real forehead slapper that one!

Well thanks me that was a OK article (yeah
I know, go to the top of the class...and jump
off)...so that's it... about time to round
things off...the cocoa bit, or the book at
bedtime as it I were...many thanks to those
who took the trouble to send in articles...to
say we couldn't have done it without you
would offend your sense of the obvious...

I clocked off at about 13.00 on the Sunday
as I wanted to get back home to the family
(Mummy it's that strange man again...don't
worry dear that's just your Father) ...in all I
did I suppose about 32 hours, but the log
says I did 35....not sure where those other 3
hours went...maybe I was asleep at the
keyboard (not unknown!)

Now looking forward we have the IARU HF
Championship / WRTC2002 ...IOTA ...EU
HF Championship... WAE CW ...in short lots
of events which merit write-ups...so please
contribute!...to paraphrase Lord Kitchener

The scores on the doors were: Valid
QSOs
160
80
40
20
15
10
Totals

Mults

39
177
202
551
481
366
1816

21
83
102
236
145
117
704

Points
79
507
697
1055
1103
930
4371

Claimed Score: 3,077,184
The category entered was Single Op All
Band High Power (Tribander/Wires)
Equipment:
FTIOOOMP
TL922
KT34
40m Bi-Square
Doublet for 80m
Dipole for 160m
Software: Super-Duper by El5D1

...and finally something of an etymological
nature (those thinking about Bugs other
than Vibroplex ought to stop reading at this
point!)...I give you a pearl gleaned from the
Contesters Rate Sheet by Ward NOAX• -

I'm quite pleased with the outcome and
hopefully may have even squeaked a
wallpaper place with this entry as I have not
seen any higher scores posted on the various
reflectors from G in this category... mind
you saying that is bound to be the kiss of
death!

Contestation \kahn-tess-TAY-shun \ (noun):
controversy, debate
Example sentence:
After months of contestation, the negotiators
believed they had finally arrived at an
agreement that would satisfy all parties.

73 Paul
GOWAT (G5W in CQ WPX SSB 2002)

If you guessed that "contestation" is
somehow connected to "contest," you're
57

that CQ WPX SSB was coming up at the
end of March. I should explain here before I
go on that I am somewhat of a nomadic
contester, not having a shack (of any
significant use) at home. Therefore my
contest activities chez GOWAT are very
limited so I often have to rely on the good
graces of other people's shack... for this
event I checked with the Open University
ARS (of which I am a member) to see if it
would be possible to use their facilities
...Yes came the reply, but it was to be a
provisional yes as they had problems with
lack of power to the shack, builders had
recently ploughed up the power lines!...was
it going to be ready in time?...the jury was
out but it looked as if all was going to be
OK.

very noisy on LF due to the Security Lodge
(and hordes of computers therein) for the
site being just 100 yards away...you do get
used to it, but at time the background noise
is terrible.
I was working split on 40m to get Stateside
which was quite successful with the 40m BiSquare...1 managed to get through the whole
of the night without falling asleep and kept a
reasonable rate up...
However disaster struck at about 05.30;
when logging a station I looked up to see
the clock displaying not 05.30 but
17.30 1 Aaargh! when I had re-set the
computer clock I had put in 11.xx rather
than 23.xx. This was not a problem I fancied
tackling in the wee small hours...but it
needed to be done as the whole log from
there on would be out!...I had about 400+Q's
in the log at this point...I had to come out of
the main program I was using (SuperDuper) go into the log and edit all the
times...change the computer time...re-boot
the log praying that I wouldn't get some
awful error message...phew! It booted up
OK and that was my biggest cock-up out of
the way. (Kudos to Paul EI5DI — SD is great
in the respect of allowing you to easily sort
problems out like this)

As it turned out things were nip and tuck
almost up to the off, but on the Wednesday I
got the green light (probably powered by the
electricity now hooked up to the shack!) and
it was all systems go.
It is a 48 hour contest of which the single
operator can do 36 hours...the Sunday was
Easter and even though I had received
dispensation to be out for the whole
weekend I felt that I did not want to be away
from the children for whole weekend
...which meant 36 hours straight through
and pack-up early on the Sunday afternoon.

Things proceeded well until the afternoon
when I had to crash out for an hour....when I
got back on things went OK up until about
01.00 on the Sunday morning when I was
going a bit cross-eyed and had to sleep
again for about 4 hours...coming back on at
about 05.00 started working split on 40m
again, however it was absolute bedlam on
40m and between 7.100 and 7.300 it was
wall to wall Broadcast Stations...whilst
scanning up to find a nice clear listening
frequency I alighted on 7.310...that's nice
and clear I thought, no Broadcast stations to
fight through...and I proceeded to call..
`This is G5W listening this frequency and
7.310'...s'funny no-one coming back...well
this approach worked fine last night?...a few
minutes later a U.S station came up on my
lower frequency and said `Hey buddy your
listening outaa band up there'...jeez what an

I got to up to the O.U. in Milton Keynes at
about 10.00pm and proceeded to set-up the
station...the first problem being I had
forgotten where the shack's computer on/off
switch was...I must have been having a
senior moment as I found it staring at me
bold as brass after 10 minutes of
increasingly frantic searching (sorry I didn't
do the contest I couldn't turn the computer
on...would have sounded a bit lame I
suspect)...I think this must be the radio setup equivalent of forgetting how to spell easy
words...now how do you spell 'and'?... now
I'm sure I know that one!
So Radio on, Linear-fired up, Computer
time checked (see later) and 00.00 and
they're off...quite good rates to start with
although I did have problems as the site is
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Please let me have any comments or
suggestions for additional nominees.

HF & IOTA Convention
Finally, another reminder, this time for the
RSGB HF and IOTA Convention in
October. By the time this Digest hits the
doormats, you will probably have heard that
we have been forced to change the venue
this year due to the fact that the Beaumont
Conference Centre has unexpectedly
"ceased trading". However, I am sure that
the alternative arrangements will prove to be
at least as satisfactory as the previous venue
— and it's only one mile away! In fact, there
should be an enclosure with this Digest

giving information and details of the
Convention and its new home. There is a
very exciting programme in prospect, so
make sure October 11-13 is in the diary as
well. CDXC is a co-sponsor of this event
and we are always well represented, so
come along and join in.
All in all, there's quite a lot in store for the
long, hazy, lazy days of summer.

SEE YOU AT THE AGM/SOCIAL ON
JULY 20
73 es gud DX, John, G3LAS

Presidents Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
We have now agreed a quotation for
printing the new CDXC members' QSL card
that was illustrated in the May Digest. A full
colour version can now be seen on our web
site.
The successful bidder is:
Hertfordshire Display plc
51 High Street
Ware
Hefts SG12 9BA
Tel: 01920 461191
Fax: 01920 463212
E-mail: john@hdprint.co.uk
John Watkins G4VMR is the Managing
Director of Hertfordshire Display plc (HDP)
and fully appreciates our requirements. In
fact HDP printed both the D68C brochures
and the IOTA 2000 certificates in full colour
and did an excellent job with a quick
turnaround. HDP accept all major credit
cards and normally proof by e-mail in PDF
format.
The prices will be as follows:
500 cards
£31.00
1,000 cards
£56.50
2,000 cards
£104.50
3,000 cards
£152.00
4,000 cards
£199.50

5,000 cards

£247.50

These prices include shipment to a UK
address and are significantly lower than
those quoted by other QSL card printers.
VAT must be added to the above prices.
The cards will be printed with the front in
full colour on 280gm stock and will be
unvarnished. A small retrospective discount
will be paid to CDXC at the end of each
year depending on the number of cards
printed. This will be an incentive for us to
promote the card and could be a useful
additional source of funds for sponsoring
DXpeditions.
We plan to circulate samples of the new
card with the September Digest together
with an order form. In the meantime should
any member need some cards, then he or she
should contact John Watkins of HDP
directly.
We have also found a competitive source of
suitable labels. Boxes of labels, 21 labels
per sheet can be obtained from:
Viking Direct
Bursom Industrial Estate
Tollwell Road
Leicester LE4 1 BR

Freephone: 0800-424444
Freefax: 0800-622211
www.viking-direct.co.uk

used at D68C and it works extremely well
because most DXers do not listen to the
DXpedition operator. They just keep calling
and calling. I estimate that each time the
VP8 operator nominated a frequency only 4
to 5 stations moved to it. The rest, literally
hundreds, just kept calling regardless. As a
result, the VP8s were relatively easy to
work although the signals were not strong. I
monitored the operation for a couple of
hours and each time the operator nominated
a frequency very few stations moved there.
Those who did got through straight away.
So, as ever, do listen to the operator; making
those rare QSOs becomes so much easier!

Viking produce their own brand of labels.
The code is LA21-100 and a box of 2,100
laser labels costs £6.99 + VAT. This price
varies according to whether there is a
special offer.

Are we listening?
The past few months have been quite an
experience for me since faults developed on
both my WARC band and 40m beams. I
needed quite a few band-slots for the VP8s,
XROX, TI9M and, of course, VP6DI.

I have really enjoyed collecting many new
band-slots during the past few months. Of
course the inevitable comment by Trish, my
XYL was "Well, if you can work them
without the beams, why do you need them
in the first place!"

This was going to be tough going on 40m,
17m, and 12m! I had discovered
accidentally that the 80m four-square put
out some sort of a signal on 40m and also
that the C31XR radiated off the back on
17m and 12m. Whether there was any gain
on these bands I am not sure but at least I
could get out. With a relatively weak signal
working these DX stations was to be a real
challenge; listening would be the key.

Hopefully, this Digest will reach you in
good time for the CDXC AGM and Summer
Social at Don's QTH (G3XTT) on Saturday
20 July. Let's have a great turnout and if
you have not let Shaun MOBJL know that
you plan to come please contact him as soon
as possible so that we know the numbers to
cater for.

Working the VP8s on South Sandwich and
South Georgia was a particularly interesting
experience. I remember one really good
SSB operator occasionally nominating a
listening frequency by saying just once 'Try
150' or '150 is clear'. This is a technique we

See you there and let's pray for fine
weather.

Secretary's Update
Shaun Jarvis, MOBJL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the fo lowing new member:
Call

Worked

Name

Location

M5ADQ

100+

Brian Woolnough

Herts

RSGB Jubilee Contest MQ5ZAP
By Andy M5ZAP and Robert MOTTT

contest the activity started to drop off and
the weather did the same.

Myself Andy Morgan M5ZAP and my 15
year old son Robert MOTTT have both been
contesting for about a year and a half now.
We decided that the Jubilee contest
deserved to be added to our contest calendar
and we were right! It turned out to be a
fantastic contest well supported by nonCommonwealth countries, although with
multipliers a little difficult to come by.

Final Results (not including dupes):

BAND
80
40
20
15
10
TOTAL
POINTS SCORE

We operated from a site overlooked by the
Rugby radio masts and started setting up the
station on the Friday lunchtime. By 1700z
on Friday we had had enough. We were
soaked to the skin and cursing the English
summer weather. We returned early
Saturday morning to complete the station,
thankfully in dry conditions. The station set
up was: -

0

132
1014
817
208
2171

MULT
0

2
28
27
5
62
673,010

In conclusion, the contest was a lot of fun
but could have been improved with more
Commonwealth activity and also allowing
contacts in both modes on each band as we
finished with up 100 dupes. We always
struggle to be competitive in contests as we
try to compete as a Father and Son team so
we have to enter multi op. In future we are
looking to do two separate monoband
entries to try and be more competitive. This
is not a problem in CW-only contests as
MOTTT is the only CW op.

A4S@ 6011 on trailer tower
40m dipole @50ft
FT-1000MP Mk-V
Quadra Amp
Writelog with Jubilee module
PacketCluster (eventually)

73 MOTTT M5ZAP

M5ZAP was the main SSB operator and
MOTTT was the CW man, Marios 5B4WN
joined us late Saturday and kindly helped
out with operating.

Many thanks Andy and Robert...it looks like
there are some serious contest entries
coming out of the Rugby area...having just
seen RadCom which came yesterday I see
also congratulations are in order for Robert
in RoPoCo...well done!

The contest started off with a bang with
high rates working mainly far east Asia for
the first few hours of the contest. We
worked many JAs with serial numbers of
001 or 002. Activity was split 50/50
between CW and SSB. We did not have the
Cluster running initially and also no spotting
station, multipliers were so hard to come by
that Andy M5ZAP drove back to Coventry
to pick up the Packet station and hurriedly
installed it. This helped get a couple of
mults but was not the answer; a spotting
station would have helped a lot.

And now (I'm afraid) something else from
me...

G5W in CQ WW WPX SSB 2002
By Paul GOWAT
It's funny but over the years I have been
doing Radio Contests I have always done
SSB events as part of a multi-operator
team...I thought it was about time I changed
this.

Activity was strong all night but the 40m
antenna was very average; also we had no
80m antenna; over the last 2 hours of the
6

QSO

Looking down the contest calendar I saw
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their best either'

highest point on the island which gives me a
360 view of the whole coastline. I hope that
the change of location and the new antenna
will see a top placing in the DXpedition
section of IOTA.

Can't argue with that!..
Rate Sheet is of course largely aimed at a
Stateside audience and a lot of the
information may seem too parochial to a
European eye...but there are many gems to
be gleaned from it and Ward does an
excellent job putting together a chatty,
informed and very useful source of
information for the Contester...and what's
more if you are a ARRL Member its free!

Conditions on Friday were great with 700
Qs in the log from 67 countries.
Saturday dawned and my location on the
north-west coast of Scotland fell off the
radio map of the world. Conditions were
poor to dreadful! The bands had two states,
full of short skip with great DX coming out
of the QSB for a minute at a time and radio
silence with about five stations audible per
band. Needless to say not what you hope for
when you have gone to all the trouble of
setting up the station but regardless of
conditions my wee holiday was great fun.

And now over to Jim as the first of our two
Royal correspondents...

Summer Isles DXpedition for the Jubilee
contest
By Jim MMOBQI/GB5S1

One of the highlights was talking to Denver,
4S7DA, for about 30 minutes late at night
when he was just about the only station I
could hear on 20m. The other highlight was
working so many M3 calls; it's a great idea
and good luck to them all.

Just a few notes on my trip to the Summer
Isles EU92 during the Jubilee contest
weekend. It's always a great drive, 250
miles 6 hours of fantastic scenery then onto
the water for the journey across to Tanera
Mor.

This was my first portable outing with the
FT I 000MPMk5 and N I MM logger
software both of which performed superbly.
End result was about 1500 Qs, 76 countries
and a whole lot of fun. During the last two
years I have made 10,000 Qs from the island
and answered a staggering 2300 QSL cards.

The wind was blowing force 5/6 and the sea
was very choppy with southerly swell
throwing the good ship (small fishing boat)
Patricia all over the place.

For anyone who needs a card for
MMOBQI/P or GB5SI via the bureau is fine
or details are correct on the intemet.

My chosen site was near the top of the
island with great take offs except from south
to west. Had problems with the HF6V
which was proving difficult to tune but
found a lot of salt water ingress so after
clearing that up all was okay. I also tried a
rotatable homebrew triband dipole at 5m agl
for 10/15/20. Worked great at cutting down
on EU QRM but was much the same gain
wise as the Butternut. I am sure if I can get
it to 10m agl I will see a big difference in
signals. This is my new antenna to conform
with the rules for this year's IOTA contest.

73 Jim MMOBQI/GB5SI

Many thanks Jim and not' more Jubilee
reporting from...

Happy Birthday Marty
Neville G3NUG recently received this e-mail from John N2QW/G4DQW: "A surprise 80th birthday
party is being organised for Marty Miller NN2C, who I know you are familiar with. It'll be at a nearby
Long Island Country Club with family and radio ham friends, and no doubt others as well. Knowing
Marty's enthusiasm for IOTA and things British in general, it occurred to me that a birthday wishes email
message from IOTA would be something he would appreciate. Are you able to oblige? 1 can print it and
arrange to have it read at the celebration." Naturally, Neville was happy to oblige, and here is the text of
his response:
"Congratulations to you, Marty, on your 80th birthday from all your friends in the UK.

"Best wishes to you as well from all of us in the IOTA Community. We hope that in the future you will
work many more IOTA islands and, of course, more DXCC countries.
"The members of CDXC, the Chiltern DX Club and UK DX Foundation also wish you, as a fellow and
long standing member, good health and happiness in the years to come.
"We all hope to see you at the RSGB HF & IOTA Convention this coming October. 1 think this would be
your 10th visit.
"All the very best. Neville G3NUG, President CDXC"
In a follow-up message to your editor, John reports: "Marty Miller, NN2C, a long-standing CDXC
member, IOTA enthusiast and general Anglophile had his 80th birthday on Saturday (29 June). Just in
case that doesn't keep him busy enough he is president of both the Long Island DX Association and the
local chapter of the QCWA. Marty has attended 9 RSGB HF conventions. He only missed last year's
event (which would have been 10 in a row) because of the events in New York the previous month. A
surprise birthday party was organised at a Country Club in Happauge, Long Island. Marty was lured
there on the pretext of a quiet family lunch with his son who was, allegedly, playing in a golf tournament
there. Instead he was greeted, to his utter amazement, by some 40 people from his extended family as
well as from his ham radio 'family'. I had contacted Neville previously and he was good enough to send
Birthday Wishes on behalf of Marty's UK friends in IOTA and CDXC. I read the message to Marty and
the guests during lunch. Marty was "totally amazed" and "very appreciative" of the message from the UK
and commented that he has already booked his flights to London for this years HF convention."

For Sale
Yaesu MD- I 00A8X Microphone (brand new in box, never used). £75.00
Yaesu FT-290R Multimode 144MHz transceiver. £130.00
MM-144-30LS 144MHz 30w Amplifier/Pre-Amp. £40.00
AEA PK-232MBX. £100.00
Also lots of IRCs.
Andy, G4ZVJ (e-mail: g4zvj@qsl.net)

ZD7K/ZD8K 'Double DXpedition' Video
Available on VHS cassette, PAL or NTSC format, running time 45 minutes
The video covers the radio operations from both islands, and also some of the local scenery and wildlife.
It has been shown at the HF Convention, Windsor, and at the GMDX Convention. - "An excellent video,
well worth buying. Neville G3NUG"
Price (incl. p&p): UK addresses £14.00 or $20, EU 23.00 Euros or $21, DX 25.00 Euros or $22.
For details of how to order/pay, e-mail Doug GOWMW (gOwmw@arrinet).

After carrying out many tests over the
weekend I have decided to move my contest
QTH from the water's edge to the second

G35WH and G3XTT also have plenty of IRCs available, at the usual rates.
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POSTBAG
Dear Don, Just a note to
blow my own trumpet and say that with the
K1B expedition I have now worked the last
DXCC entity I needed on the current list.
With a few deleted ones I am up to 344.
Only taken me 42 years, hi. Seriously
though, I never thought I would ever get on
the Honour Roll, let alone manage to work
the whole lot. Shows what retirement can do
for you, hi. Only have space for a 2 ele.
Yagi over my own land but do have a good
selection of wire antennas for the lower
bands.

amp but worked the mults ok.

each other.

From Ken G3OCA:

Today the divisions between modes have
been encapsulated into our bandplans, but
the present bandplans talk about separating
modes by type, not by bandwidth. Up to
now this has not been a problem because
CW/RTTY/data has always been narrower
than voice. But recent developments will
soon give us digital data modes as wide as
2.5kHz and maybe digital voice modes as
narrow as 500Hz. If we stay with the
present division of our bands into
CW/RTTY/phone, I fear we may end up
with conflict between modes of widely
different bandwidth. This could, for
example, put 2.5kHz wide packet mailboxes
among narrowband activity in a way which
could not have been foreseen by the original
planners.

I must pay tribute to the expeditions over
the years who have spent long enough on
DX locations to give everybody a real
chance of working them.
Looking forward to my next IOTA trip in
September when I will be trying very hard
to work as many UK stations as possible.

Should we force these new modes to operate
within the present bandplans regardless of
bandwidth, or should they operate where
their bandwidth best matches the existing
activity, regardless of type? I believe we
should debate this question urgently before
it's too late to avoid chaos.

73 Ken G3OCA, 9G5MD, TROA/P,
DU9/G3OCA.
From Peter, G3PLX (Peter is an extremely
well-known datamodes expert, and the man
behind both Amtor and PSK3I. He has
written the following "open letter" to
stimulate debate about how we handle the
increasing datamodes activity on our bands.
Your comments, to the editor or to Peter
himself, would be most welcome — ed): For

From Glynn, GW4MVA:

Hi Don,

Re: 5 Band WAZ in the May Newsletter.
Was surprised to see so few G stations had
achieved this award, can think of several
that have reached at least 150, maybe they
are waiting for 200. I did manage to reach
197 confirmed zones (all CW) before I
moved to Wales; still needed I, 23 and 31
on 80m, will have to try mobile to get them
now. How about a list of the 5 Band
WAITU Zones from the RSGB, much more
difficult than the CQ Zones? Great
newsletter.

60 years or more, our HF amateur bands
have been divided into CW at the bottom
end with voice higher up. As new modes
have appeared, such as RTTY and SSTV,
they have found their own place in the band.
It's interesting to note that the narrowest
bandwidth modes, such as CW and PSK31,
occupy the lower parts of the band, with
modes of intermediate bandwidth above
them, and the widest (SSB and SSTV)
higher still. I believe this phenomenon was
the result of "natural evolution" and arose
out of the need to minimise mutual
interference - operating in a part of the band
where other signals are similar in width
ensures that all parties can hear and avoid

73 Glynn, GW4MVA
(Good idea Glynn. 1 have dropped Fred
G4BWP a line as he is RSGB Awards
Manager, but nothing received so far — ed.)
From Laurie, G3UML:

a

Contester's Rate Sheet
Edited by Ward Silver NOAX

Used NA contest logger with DX Cluster
but only 2 networked computers.

Reviewed by Paul GOWAT

The only mutual interference encountered
was 2nd harmonic when transmitting on
14MHz and receiving on 28MHz, and even
then the unwanted signal was only apparent
about 10kHz either side. As a result of this I
have now checked out 2 websites and learnt
a lot about using coax stubs to reduce
harmonic interference. Just goes to show, an
old dog can learn new tricks!

The Contesters Rate Sheet is a bi-weekly email newsletter (available to ARRL
Members) edited by Ward Silver NOAX. It
is aimed fairly and squarely at the hardened
contesting audience. It appears to fill in the
gaps between magazines Contest Columns
(principally National Contest Journal NCJ)
and Internet Contest Reflectors (such as CQ
Contest from Contesting.Com ) and gives a
heads-up on the more diverse areas of
Contest interest.

Bnd Qs
160
000
(couldn't be bothered to stay
up!)
80
162
40
170
20
346
15
166
10
256 (a good Es opening to Eu
Sunday)

In many magazines you will find
information on Contests coming up, but the
Rate Sheet provides you with a handy
synopsis of both dates, rules, submission
criteria, where to send the log as well as
listing the Contest's website.
It also rather handily provides you with a
list of logs due for XXX contest...which I
am sure many of use would find
handy...now if only it could be linked to the
calendar feature on my computer!

1100 QS0s,
502 mults,
1,005,506 points
A most enjoyable weekend of radio fun and
an excellent way to replace NFD.

A summary of any News or Press Releases
on Contesting related issues gives you the
low down on such subjects as ARRL DX
Phone Claimed Scores now posted or lists
websites where to get that CT-to-ADIF
utility.

Now looking forward to the IOTA Contest.
Chris G3SJJ

An interesting feature which you are
unlikely to see elsewhere is advice on where
to find out more on subjects such as
`Footswitches for Voice Contesting' or
details of 'Station Operating Chair
Ergonomics'...in the latter appears my new
favourite contesting quote from K I IR...

Ta Chris...and now we enter review
mode...this time by myself but we are more
than happy to take reviews both short and
in-depth from anyone...on new radios under
contest conditions...new antennas...Station
accessories...Contesting Software...please
send in what you have...perhaps on that new
Voice Keyer which you brought to stave of
the effect of inducing a rictus during a
48Hr voice contest... we all want to hear
about it...

`What is the most important part of a
contester's body, we all know the answer.
It's not the head. It's not the heart. It's not
the hands or stomach. It's the butt. If your
most important part is hurting during the
contest, the rest of the parts won't be doing

Hi Don, greatly
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enjoyed the May Digest as ever.

31-1 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
YO DX HF Contest CW/SSB
http://www.osl.net/yo3kaa/

And now another article from this month's
regular columnist...Cheers Chris!...

September
2 Mon Sep 1900-2030
RSGB Slow Speed Cumulatives CW

CQ WPX CW G8D
By Chris G3SJJ

The 5BWAZ listing is interesting. When I
put my application in, I was told by the CQ
Awards manager at the time that I was the
first G to get the 200 level on SSB only. Be
interested to know whether anyone earlier
than number 253 claims it for all-SSB.

Initially planned for a big multi-operator
effort, then went down to Single Operator
All Band and finally finished up with an
easy going multi-op with G4DRS and
myself at the last minute.

Extraordinary how few 200's have been
issued to G's -- none at all between 1990
and 1993, and 1995 and 1999, and only 2 (3
with LQP) since 1999. Have to say I'd hate
to try it now -- 80 metres would be
horrendous without a massive antenna.

Objectives: Have fin, run some pile-ups,
practice S&P, simulate the GU8D IOTA
Contest set-up as much possible, try out
some new operating techniques, have a few
beers and a chat. All objectives achieved!
Operating interspersed with lasagne, salad
and wine on Saturday evening, roast chicken
for lunch on Sunday (John had his on a tray
in the lounge so that he could watch the
Grand Prix on TV! The full multi-single
station wasn't actually assembled until
Saturday afternoon. I should say thanks to
my wife Yvonne for putting up with us and
providing some great food.

Pleased to get the KH 1, though with great
difficulty on SSB. Eventually got them on
15 and 17 CW, and 20 SSB. I thought it was
a tremendous operation in awful conditions.
That makes every country now with wire
dipoles, verticals and loops under 40 feet, of
which I'm quite proud. Took a mere 22
years! All-time from both my locations,
finishing with VP6DI, took 37 years. This is
not an aspect of the hobby for those in a
rush! I got there with the dodgy Burma
operation in about 1990, then slipped off
again when North Korea was added to the
list in 1995.

I still haven't got the new A4S up so a
varied selection of antennas were used:

Best 73, Laurie G3UML

1st mast, about 30m from the house
supported the GU8D 40m diamond loop
which worked well on 20 and 15m also.

From Peter G3RZP: Hi Don, interested in

www.rsgbhfcc.org

7-8 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
All Asian DX Contest SSB
http://www.jarl.or.ip/English/0-2.htm

7-8 Saturday 1300UTC — Sunday 1300UTC
RSGB SSB Field Day SSB
www.rsgbhfcc.org

10 Tue 1900-2030
RSGB Slow Speed Cumulatives CW
www.rsgbhfcc.org

14-15 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
Worked All Europe DX Contest SSB
http://www.darc.de/referate/dx/

Wed 18 1900-2030
RSGB Slow Speed Cumulatives CW
www.rsgbhfcc.org

21-22 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
44 th Scandinavian Activity Contest CW
htto://www.sk3bg.se/contest/sac2000/sac20
00.htm

2nd mast, a further 60m away with my 10m
4e1 Yagi at 14m with an 80m dipole (AFS
winner) 3m above that.

26 Thu 1900-2030
RSGB Slow Speed Cumulatives CW
www.rsgbhfcc.org

3rd mast, another 26m away had an R7000
on it. This appeared a good 2 S-points down
on the loop, but was fed with some 120m of
RG213!

28-29 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ/12.1 WW RTTY DX Contest RTTY
http://www.rttvjoumal.com/
http://www.cq-amateur-radio.com/

Run station- FT1000MP, Top-Ten Decoder,
Dunestar 600 bandpass filter, Acorn 1000
amp

28-29 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
44th Scandinavian Activity Contest SSB
http://www.sk3bg.se/contest/sac2000/sac20

Mult station - FT1000MP, Top-Ten
Decoder, Dunestar 600 bandpass filter, no

00.htm
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Don's letter about SSTV in the CDXC
Digest. I thought it was just me, but
conversations with others at Dayton have
confirmed that the SSTV guys seem

extremely parochial when it comes to 'their'
frequencies. Operate anywhere from about
14228 to 14245 and start a QSO on a clear
frequency: within a few minutes there will
be deliberate SSTV QRM.
There's some of this attitude even on 80m in
the UK: it's more than 25 years ago now that
I was on 3730 and was peremptorily told by
G3WW to 'QSY off the SSTV frequency'.
Some of that approach is still there,
although the general lack of 80m SSB
activity at the moment means it's not that
noticeable.
Unfortunately, the users of specialist modes
in particular seem to think that any 'common
frequency' or 'recommended frequency' is
for them and them alone by right: we saw
this with packet above 14100.
Perhaps everyone (including SSTV'ers!)
could remember the Amateur's Code I . The Amateur is Gentlemanly - he never
knowingly uses the air for his own
amusement in such a way as to lessen the
pleasure of others.
73 Peter G3RZP

From Declan EI6FR: Hello Don, can you

please put a little acknowledgement in the
Digest to thank the more than a dozen
members who responded to my request for
the FL3 booklet.
73 de Declan EI6FR

NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed.)

Log Checking Reports For ARRL
Contests Available Online
The ARRL is pleased to announce the
availability of Log Checking Reports
(LCRs) for selected ARRL contests. ARRL
members may access the available reports

at:
www.arrl.org/membersonly/contests/Icr.html You must be
registered in the Members-Only area of the
ARRL Web in order to access your reports.
Additional reports may be accessed, as
contest results become available. If you

were a single operator, your log-in
usemame (callsign) must be the same as that
which appears on the log that you
submitted. If you were a guest operator at
another station or part of a multioperator
entry, you may access the LCR for that
entry if your callsign appears in the Cabrillo
header (summary) as an operator for that
log. ARRL members without Internet access
may request the LCR free of charge by
sending a request and a SASE to the above
address.

transmission to the ARRL. If your report
reflects an unusually large decrease in QSOs
that you suspect may have resulted from a
log file transmission error, we will be happy
to investigate. The Cabrillo format Start-OfLog and End-Of-Log statements are the
means that we use to verify that the log
arrived intact. We will deal with these
problems as necessary.
LCRs will be available for selected events,
commencing with the 2001 ARRL
November CW Sweepstakes. Please keep in
mind that the style and format for each
report may differ between various contests,
as the various contests are checked and
processed by different software. If you have
questions, please feel free to contact Dan
Henderson at contests@arrl.org or by phone
at 860-594-0232.

Non-ARRL members may obtain a copy of
their LCR by sending a request along with
$3 and a SASE to: LCR Request, ARRL
Contest Branch, 225 Main Street,
Newington CT 06111. You must make a
separate request for each event (Phone and
CW modes of the November Sweepstakes
are separate events), and include the name
and year of the contest, as well as the
callsign of the entry for each contest. Each
report incurs a separate $3 fee.

ARRL Debuts Expanded Online
Contest Coverage
The ARRL is proud to announce the
introduction of expanded online coverage of
ARRL contests effective April 19, 2002.
The URL for expanded ARRL Contest
coverage is
http://www.arrl.org/contests/results/.ARRL
staff members and volunteers have spent
many months in planning and developing
this expanded online resource to provide
more detailed, in-depth coverage of ARRL
events on the Web. Expanded ARRL
Contest coverage online supplements
coverage in QST.

We recognise that it is useful to participants
to review the errors found in their logs,
allowing them to identify areas for
improvement in their performance. In order
to minimise additional manpower and avoid
the inequities, we have established
guidelines regarding how we will address
queries.
Simply put, we will not enter into
discussions or debates over individual
QSOs. All electronic log data is checked
using custom software. All logs are judged
by the same criteria. The log-checking
software can and does perform a good job of
impartially adjudicating the logs. Unique
QSOs are not busted without substantial
evidence. Audio tapes, wave files of
particular QSOs, email confirmations from
others, or other types of "documentation,"
while useful for a contester's research and
learning, are not usually definitive and will
not be considered. If a systemic problem is
found, we will address the issue as
appropriate.

The first contest results presented in the
expanded online format are the 2001 ARRL
November Sweepstakes, CW. The online
presentation features:
• An interactive, searchable database of
the line scores. In addition to the
information normally presented in QST,
you can see band-by-band QSO
breakdowns, hours operated, check and
club affiliation for each entry. The
database is searchable by call sign, entry
class, ARRL Section or Division, and
club. You can sort the results by many

There have been a few rare occurrences
where log files were corrupted during
10

Worked all WRTC2002 - Single op Mixed
Worked all WRTC2002 - Multi op CW
Worked all WRTC2002 - Multi op SSB
Worked all WRTC2002 - Multi op Mixed
Worked all WRTC2002 - IARU HQ stations

RAC Canada Day Contest CW/Phone
http://www.rac.ca/CANDAY.htrn

Awards will be given to the stations with
highest number of points in the following
categories:

13-14 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
IARU HF World Championship CW/SSB

1st

2nd

6-7 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
Venezuelan Independence Contest SSB
http://www.radioclubvenezolano.org/

http://www.arrlorg/contests/rules/2002/rule
s-iaru.html
http://www.iaru.org/
http://www.wrtc2002.org

3rd

in

21 Sunday 0900 — 1200 & 1300-1600
RSGB Low Power Field Day CW
http://www.rsgbhfcc.org/

World
Europe
North America
South America
Asia
Africa
Oceania

27-28 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
Russian RTTY WW Contest RTTY
27-28 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
RSGB IOTA Contest CW/SSB
http://www.rsgbhfcc.org/

HQ Stations
OH - Finland

August

3 Saturday 1000 - 2159
European HF Championship CW/SSB
http://lea.hamradio.si/—.scc/

Special Plaques
Worked all WRTC2002 Stations - CW
Worked all WRTC2002 Stations - SSB
Worked all WRTC2002 Stations - Mixed

Sunday 4 0700 - 0900UTC
RSGB RoPoCo 2 CW
http://www.rsgbhfcc.org

Other Prizes

10-11 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
Worked All Europe DX Contest CW
http://www.darc.de/referate/dx/

T-shirts (DX) Worked 130 WRTC2002
QSOs
T-shirts (EU) Worked 200 WRTC2002
QSOs

18 Sunday 0800 - 1600
SARTG WW RTTY Contest (3) RTTY
http://www.citytoraet.com/sartg/
-

Thanks Roger... WRTC is going to be an
absolute blast, and I'm sure that OH will
put on a cracking event...and now a few
notes for your diary, including web links for
the first time (there's progress for you!): -

24-25 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1 159
SCC RTTY Championship R1TY
http://lea.hamradio.si/--scc/rtty.html
24-25 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1 200
TOEC WW GRID Contest CW
http://www.osl.net/toec/

July
I Monday 0000 - 2359

Si

lots of stations on one frequency, it will
most likely be people trying to join a leest.
You can always tell because the controller
will keep saying "I have you." The beauty
of a leest is that you actually get to work the
station twice. Firstly, when you hear the
magic words "I have you" then secondly
when you are invited to make a contact.
Some people prefer not to bother with the
second contact as it just wastes time.

•

Each correct two-way CW or SSB
QSO with a WRTC2002 station
counts 1 point. A duplicate QSO on
same band and mode counts 0
points.
Score = total sum of QSO points

criteria, including call, score, QSOs,
multipliers, or band QSOs.
•

Expanded Soapbox comments. In the
initial presentation, Soapbox comments
from all of the electronic Cabrillo entries
are included. For future contests, the
Soapbox tools will be available for
entrants to add their comments or photos
immediately after the contest.

•

An expanded version of the contest
write-up that appears in QST. Written
by noted competitor Randy Thompson,
K5ZD, the expanded write-up goes into
much more detail than the typical QST
presentation. Also included are station
descriptions for the top 10 entrants in
each single-op category, a sidebar story
about the log checking process by K5ZD
and a sidebar about the history of the
November Sweepstakes by Doug Grant,
K1DG.

Logs:
Only e-mail logs (ASCII) are accepted.
The preferred log formats are Cabrillo,
CT.ALL and TR.DAT.

I do hope this article has been helpful and
that it serves to enhance your nontesting.
You probably won't hear me as I will be
working some choice DX or operating in a
Contest.

The "Early Bird" logs should be submitted
by 18.00 UTC on Sunday, July 14, 2002.
Regular latest submission date is July 31,
2002.

Chris Burbanks G3SJJ

All logs should be sent via e-mail to:
Thanks Chris...I hope you sage advice will
spur us on to greater things in all our
Nontesting activities... and now some very
important news from Roger G3SXW...

e.g. "Subject: WRTC2002 OH2AAA"
•
Request for stations working the IARU
2002 contest
The WRTC2002 organising committee
kindly asks stations working the IARU 2002
contest to also send their electronic IARU
contest logs to the WRTC2002 contest
committee to be used as reference data
within the official WRTC2002 log-checking
procedure. The committee guarantees that
these logs will be used only for crosschecking purposes of the WRTC2002 team
championship.

Worked All WRTC2002 — "Worked All
New OJ prefixes"
Get your log in immediately after the
contest and Win Valuable "Early Bird"
prizes - WRTC2002 special incentive for 6hour log-in!
OJ I- 0J8 prefixes activated for the 1st
time!
The WRTC2002 teams will be using special
`2x1' type of callsigns with special 0J1-038
prefixes (e.g. OJ1A). The 0J1-0J8 prefixes
are activated for the first time in history to
honour WRTC2002 - the Olympics of
Amateur Radio contesting in Finland.

NOTE: All e-mail logs submitted within 6
hours after the contest ends will participate
in a lottery with special WRTC2002 prizes.
Awards & Categories
The following "Worked all WRTC2002"
awards will be issued based on the above
contest rules:

Worked All WRTC2002 - Rules for nonWRTC2002 stations
•

logs@wrtc2002.org
NOTE: The subject field of the e-mail
should contain your contest callsign,

"Worked All WRTC2002" awards

The same WRTC2002 station can be
worked once.on CW and once on
SSB on each band.

Worked all WRTC2002 - Single op CW
Worked all WRTC2002 -.Single op SSB
SO

appears has been published.
ARRL Contests Online is considered a
"work in progress." The online presentation
will be flexible, allowing us to improve the
site as it develops. As new contest results
become available, they will be added to the
site. As you explore the site, we welcome
your feedback. You may contact
contests@arrl.org with your comments or
suggestions. You may also contact us by
phone at 860-594-0232.
Stations with YC9BU as QSL
Manager
YE8XM
Ambon Island OC-070
YE8XM/P
Kai Islands OC-221
YE8XM/P Sermata Is. OC-246
YE8XM/P Tanimbar Is. OC-224
YC8SHQ
Tanimbar Is. OC-224
YC9ID
Lombok Is. 0C-150
YC8RRK
Sangihe Is. OC-210
YC7URA
Borneo Is.
OC-088
YB9AY
Bali Is.
OC-022
YC9XJ
Irian Is.
0C-034
YC4FIJ
Belitung Is. OC-144
YC9WZJ/P Batanta Is.
OC-239
YC9WZJ/P Semau Is.
0C-241
YC9MKF/P Semau Is.
0C-241
YC9BU/P
Semau Is.
0C-241
YC9BU/P
Timor Is.
OC-148
YC3CZ/9
Sumbawa Is. 0C-150

Updated contest category records. Ken
Adams, K5KA, and Dave Clemons,
K1VUT, have teamed up to provide
updated November Sweepstakes records
for each entry class and ARRL Division
and Section, as well as overall category
records.

The new features add to existing online
resources for contesters, including complete
ARRL contest rules and forms, the ARRL
Contest Calendar, and the Contest Corral
listing of contests throughout the year.
ARRL Members may also subscribe to the
ARRL Contest Rate Sheet, a bi-weekly email newsletter that debuted in March 2002.

YC9BU, Kadek, P.O. Box 106, Singaraja
81100, Bali Island, Indonesia.
E-mail:

Access to the extended coverage is available
to ARRL members. To visit the site, you
need to be logged on to the ARRL website
with your user name and password. If you
have not registered, you may do so online at
www.arrl.org/members . As has been our
practice for several years, non-ARRL
members will continue to be able to view a
PDF file of the QST results article from the
main ARRL Contest Branch Web page at
www.arrl.org/contests approximately 30
days after the issue of QST in which it

semau_island@yahoo.com
semau_island@hotmail.com

Need SAE + IRCs only
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GENERAL TOP ICS
DXpedition to Treasure Island — TI9M

When Robert Lewis Stevenson wrote
Treasure Island he could never have
foreseen that some day 14 adventurous
hams would 'invade' the island for a
DXpedition. According to legend, over a
billion dollars of gold, silver and jewels still
lie hidden on the island, but searching for it
was the furthest thing from the minds of the
multinational group who came to the island
on February 19, 2002 for a ten day stay.

are normally restricted to day visits only and
the Park Service limits the number of people
who land on the Island each day. No
digging for treasure or removal of anything
from the Island is permitted. No shovels, no
metal detectors, nothing for seeking the

any band, but you do have to be careful on
the orientation. Remembering your theory, a
dipole always shows the classic figure 8
pattern, hence the well known saying, "My
05 lies East-West so therefore my best
direction is North-South" Usually heard on
80m from a nontester using a G5 25f1 high.
This is a proven fact of Antenna
Notworking and shouldn't be confused with
the mumbo jumbo from so-called experts.
These people often will try to convince you
that antenna height matters and will throw
silly phrases around such as "High Angle
Radiation."

offence. There are several areas of etiquette
to observe here. Firstly, you should always
"Pass it to .... " ignoring any snide
comments such as "but is IT contagious?" If
you are in a Net, then always list who takes
it next and then who takes it and so on. This
is much more gentlemanly. Using phrases
such as " .... to take" and "in the group"
rather than ".... to take it" or "and the
group" will enhance your standing in the
Net.
A very useful technique is to use QSL
wherever possible. This is the sign of a
seasoned non-operator. The voice should be
slightly raised when saying this to give the
impression that you are making a statement
and not requesting one of those expensive
card things. For instance, "I am using a half
sized G5 here, QSL" It also indicates that
you have stopped transmitting.

pirate loot.
Negotiations 44 Diplomacy

To get permission to actually set up amateur
radio stations and operate through the night
required every bit of diplomatic skill Henry
had. Finally a landing permit was obtained,
but it specifically stated that all radios had
to be turned off at 9:00 PM and that
everyone had to spend the night on the boat.
After some spirited negotiations the Park
Service agreed that, subject to approval by
the Park Ranger on the island, radio
operation could continue through the night,
on battery power, and up to four operators
could spend the night ashore to operate the
radios.

Henry Grunbeck, TI2HMG initiated this
history making expedition, at the instigation
of Bob Voss, N4CD, who innocently asked
about the possibility of activating Cocos
Island while visiting Henry's amateur radio
bed and breakfast in the spring of 2001.
Once Henry later determined that it was
indeed possible, he would ask Bob if he
wanted to be included. It took about five
seconds (the time necessary to type "YES"
and press the return key) to launch the
DXpedition. Maybe if either Bob or Henry
had realised just what would follow they
wouldn't have been so eager to start out on
the adventure.

Then came the matter of the license. The
National Radio Office of Costa Rica only
issues regular TI9 callsigns to resident
Costa Rican amateurs, so Henry asked for
the call TI9M to be assigned to him. He also
requested that no other operations be
authorised for Cocos Island during the dates
of his planned operations. Unfortunately the
Radio Office misunderstood the purpose of
his request and issued a permit for the use of
TI9M exclusively by Henry. Under the
vaguely worded permit they issued, one
could interpret no one else was permitted to
operate from Cocos or use the callsign. This
was not realised to be the case until it was
called to the attention of the DXpedition
group by some other Costa Rican amateurs
only a few weeks before the scheduled date
of departure.

The size of the group was limited by the
space available of the charter boat that
Henry located and was set at 15. The next
two people to join the effort were Alan
Homer, KI7WO, and Bill Boeckenhaupt,
AKOA, who staged an RTTY operation
from Henry's place in the late summer of
2001. They eagerly began planning how to
put TI9 out on digital modes. With TI9
listed as being number 12 on the RTTY
most wanted list (as compared to number 24
on SSB/CW) this seemed like a very good
opportunity to make some history.
Cocos Island is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site and is included in the National Park
System of Costa Rica. Visiting privileges
12

Bitofalift is the technical word used to
describe how nontesters use the radio waves
to establish waffle-mode with each other. It
originated when a group of nontesting
enthusiasts observed that at certain times on
40m, particularly when using a low 05, they
were able to make contacts over a short
range, say within the UK or UK to near
Europe. Don't worry, there is nothing
technical about bitofalift, though some of
the techies like to talk about Spradic Ease
and Solder Flux.

At this stage, it is necessary to introduce
some more advanced Nontesting techniques,
as a few Nontesters have admitted actually
enjoying "chasing DX", as it is known.
Calling CQ is the best way, listening just
wastes transmitting time, when in a pack,
you should always indicate this by adding
with company." This serves two
purposes, the choice DX can snag two
Nontesters in one go, but more importantly,
your companion(s) will beam with pride at
having the title transmitted on the airwaves,
(another good word to use).

Waffling - This is the real reason for taking

up nontesting. The hobby is all about
transmitting and a good waffler is able to
make long transmissions without having to
resort to the ludicrous 59 001 business. It is
important to repeat what the other person
has said to you, partly because he will
probably have forgotten what he had said
and also to let him see that in fact you were
actually listening to him. This will aid his
confidence for his next long over. It is
considered polite and good technique to
respond to his comments in the order in
which they were spoken. A detailed reply is
helpful. After this has been done, you may
then make some comments of your own on
other subjects.

It is a proven fact that CQs which are ended
by "Over, over" are guaranteed to find more
DX. This is possibly due to the extra
transmitting time used.
If you do choose to listen for DX, you might
hear some very loud stations, saying they
want DX only. Ignore that and call them,
because they appreciate anyone telling them
how loud they are. These people are just
egotists who pretend they are working some
distant station that you can't hear.

Many wafflers hunt in packs, taking it in
strict rotation who will transmit next. This is
most important, particularly with senior
members, as they may otherwise take

The Leest, the final piece of advice and
probably overall the most important is
wherever possible join a leest. If you hear
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QRZ CONTEST
Paul Brice-Stevens, GOWAT
Well hello and welcome to this issue's QRZ
Contest column...and first I would like to
commend to the house a new article for
`Contest Contentions'...over to you Chris...

matching speaker is necessary to maintain
the brand line. Desk microphones are very
useful when waffling since they have a lock
button, which can be used to keep the
microphone switched on. It really is quite
tiring when gripping the pressel button
continuously on a fist microphone for half
an hour or so. When choosing a tuning unit,
you should take account of your local
neighbourhood. With close neighbours,
many of the associated problems of
interference that you may cause can be
reduced by choosing an SPC type. The main
advantage being that you will not need to
reduce the power from your transmitter
yourself because the unit will do it
automatically for you. Your favourite
emporium, as nontesters call their retail
outlet, will stock various types and you may
even be able to find a matching one. Nonenthusiasts living out in the countryside may
wish to consider building their own
matching unit, in this case the parallel
tooned circuit will provide more gain than
the SPC type, though it doesn't have the
auto power reduction facility.

NONTESTING FOR BEGINNERS
By Chris G3SJJ
Chateau La Garrigue is a very enjoyable
wine from the vineyard of Derek F5VEX
and Val G4MCD Austin. It was whilst
partaking of a few glasses of this excellent
Bergerac Red, during dinner at the
Friedrichshaven Hamfest 2001, that several
well-known DXers and myself realised
much had been written about the science, art
and discipline of contesting, but very little
had been done to encourage people to take
up Nontesting. This article will hopefully
rectify the situation.
Definition of Nontesting:
An element of Amateur Radio that can be
undertaken with least effort and
knowledge.

Antenna Networks - The first point to learn
here is despite all those knowalls tell you,
there is absolutely no connection between
antennas and bitofalifts. "If you can hear
them you can work them." It is no secret
that by far best antenna is the G5, formerly
known as the G5RV or sometimes the 5RV.
The half-sized version works just as well as
does adding loading coils. Both can be
bought quite readily which not only means
freeing up valuable waffling time but also
saves spending hours supposedly enjoying
yourself assembling masts, rotators, beams
and antenna switching systems. The G5 is a
versatile aerial that can be made to work on

Skills Base
There are many skills that the disinterested
nontest operator can develop: Station
Cobbling, Antenna Notworks, Bitofalift
knowledge and Waffling to name but most.
Station Cobbling - Simplicity is the
keyword here. A radio with matching
speaker, fist or preferably desk microphone,
all band antenna tuning unit, log book, note
pad and a supply of pencils. There is a wide
choice of radios. Some people prefer the
older type of equipment, with no bells and
whistles whilst others prefer the latest model
with numerous bells and whistles. The

As Henry continued to make arrangements
for transportation, active recruiting of
additional operators was occurring over the
air and through the Internet. One of the most
valuable players was Bill Tumey, WS4Y.
He took the lead in obtaining essential
material and arranging for its shipment to
Costa Rica. Three 5kW generators were
purchased. He built twelve sturdy crates to
hold the generators, coax and other supplies.
Others pitched in with generating equipment
lists, and seeking sponsorship from DX
clubs and manufacturers.

band. A six-element Hy-gain beam was
obtained and the Icom 756 Pro II
transceivers provided by Icom America
would prove to be an ideal choice for
operations.
Analysis of statistics from various sources
showed that the need for 119 on CW was
considerably ahead of SSB. Henry added
Martino Rizzi, IK3RIY, and, at the last
minute, Eugene Kuleshov, RK3AD, to
provide lot of CW operating skill to the
team. Already on the team were CW ops
Rob Snieder PA5ET and Larry Strain,
N7DF.

Other members began joining the team. Flo
Mouder, F5CWU assumed management of
financial affairs, and a search for sponsors
was begun. Data management chores were
taken over by the team of Rob Snieder,
PA5ET, and Ronald Stuy, PA3EWP. Rob
put together a web page for the operation
and, with Ron's help and a statistics
program provided by Bob Dorsey, K4UVT,
and the CT Logging Software, prepared a
logging system that facilitated meeting the
DXpedition objectives.

Antenna specialist Alan Maenchen, AD6E,
planned the set-up of the antenna field.
Unfortunately the reality of the situation
once the team reached the island forced all
previous plans to be abandoned. The
antenna system was design adjusted to fit
conditions such as no beach at high tide, no
flat ground to speak of on the whole island
and nothing but rocks everywhere. The
antennas selected for the operation,
however, permitted a high degree of
versatility in set-up. Henry had used
multiband quads for several years and was
impressed with their performance at heights
above ground where Yagi beams performed
poorly. Four Lightning Bolt, 5-band, two
element quads were purchased and shipped
to Costa Rica along with a set of 40 meter
verticals and a 80/160 meter inverted-L on
loan from AY technologies.

Henry located the Motor Vessel Two Can an all-steel deep-sea boat that is 90 foot
long, with a I9-foot beam and weighs 143
tons. With its crew of six and
accommodation for 15 passengers it is
ideally suited for DXpeditionary purposes.
A big plus is the food service prepared in a
well-equipped galley by a professional chef.
Since the team members had to sleep aboard
the boat it was especially fortunate that such
a well-equipped vessel was available.

Murphy joins the expedition

Things seemed to be going well for the
DXpedition, the equipment had been
received at the Rex International warehouse,
Henry had obtained the landing permit and
Park Permits, the boat charter was all
arranged and the T19M license had been
issued. Then things took a turn for the worse
as Murphy struck, big time.

Once the charter price was negotiated and
team members notified of their shares, final
commitments to the DXpedition became
necessary and Henry began to receive
advance payment toward the costs from
team members. The actual dates were
locked in by the end of November 2001 and
airline reservations were made by individual
team members.

First, in December, Henry's wife became ill
and constant emergency medical care took
Henry away from day to day DXpedition
work. Other team members had to rush in
and assume all the responsibilities for the

With the need for TI9 on 6 meters being
even higher than for RTTY, Matt De La
Hunt, KAOKKO, became the lead team
member for planning operations on that
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expedition. A lot of telephone calls and emails ensued, trying to make arrangements
for the storage of the equipment already
shipped to Costa Rica and lodging for the
team in San Jose until the boat departed.

came through and a letter explaining the
situation was hand delivered to the
Director's Secretary. Two days later they
were notified that the situation was all in
order. individual operator licenses had been
issued to each member and the TI9M call
was reassigned to the group, under Henry's
sponsorship. We planned to buy many items
locally for the trip. It turned into a type of
scavenger hunt to find such things as chairs,
tables, rebar for guy anchors, electric fans,
gas cans, plywood and a long list of other
items. One important acquisition was a set
of deep discharge marine batteries to permit
operation without the generators in case the
rangers limited us to battery power during
the night. The whole process was
complicated by the lack of named streets
and house numbers in Costa Rica, and no
Wal-Mart or Home Depots — only small
stores. The only way to find anyplace is to
hire a car and driver.

Second, we then found out about the
licensing `wording' problems brought to
light by a disgruntled TI ham. As issued,
and later officially 'interpreted', only Henry
could operate TI9M from Cocos Island. The
rest of us could not operate under the terms
of the original permit. The entire team
became very depressed. A lot of the fees
paid and the boat charter were not
refundable. Was the entire Cocos Island
DXpedition going to turn out to be a very
expensive fiasco? Contacts with the Radio
Office had not clarified the situation.
Third, the equipment was locked away in a
bonded customs warehouse, and it took
days/weeks to get things through the
process and officially 'into' the country. We
were out of time!

Martino and Alan had visited the customs
warehouse several days earlier and, not
being able to access funds deposited several
weeks earlier in a local bank, Alan had to
post the customs bond by getting a $3,700
cash advance on a Visa card. In less than a
week, with tremendous effort, the ship
charter, bus, local hotel, customs
deposit/equipment clearance, and license
issues had all been resolved! T19M was a
go!

Fourth, the customs deposit money seems
never to have reached the bank in Costa
Rica. Thousands lost in cyberspace.
Bill, WS4Y, began almost around-the-clock
communication with the shipping company,
the warehouse in Costa Rica, the boat
charter company and the rather sketchy list
of contacts that Henry had set up for
continuing operations in Costa Rica.
Fortunately several Costa Rican amateurs
stepped in and provided some helpful
translation assistance. Mario Melendez,
TI2DLL, was particularly helpful in getting
answers to many of our questions from
government agencies.

The rest of the team members arrived. An
organisation meeting, Saturday afternoon,
resulted in WS4Y being confirmed as
overall team leader.
Sunday morning, promptly at 7:00 AM a
large excursion bus pulled up in front of the
hotel. The bus was quickly loaded and the
group left for the Rex International
warehouse to pick up the equipment stored
there. The crates that WS4Y had shipped
down were moved to the loading dock and
the Icom transceivers in their special
packing crates and Acorn amplifiers were
carried to the bus.

The team then moved into high gear.
Martino, followed shortly after by KI7WO,
were the first to arrive. They gave up their
plans for pre-expedition sightseeing and
operating and, instead, began rounding up
equipment and straightening out licensing
and permit problems. With copies of
passports and home licenses for everyone in
hand they descended on the National Radio
Office. Martino's Spanish speaking skills

In all cases, cards now submitted will be
accepted by Checkpoints if they meet
normal standards. This means that the island
name must be on the card.

EU-147 UIZA/1 99799 Is (Feb - July 01)
EU-153 UlZA/1 999999 Island (July 2001)
OC-090 GOSHN/DU I Dimakya Island,
Calamian Group (April 2002)
OC-244 GOSHN/DU 1 Verde Is (Mar 2002)

Operations from Which Validation
Material is Awaited as at 30 April
2002

SA-048 4M7G ?????? Is (September 2001)
SA-086 XR2D Damas Is (February 2002)

AF-057 5R8/F5DKO Nosi Be Island
(March 2002)

SA-088 PSA088 Tacami Island (June 2001)

AS-152 UAOQHZ/P UAOQMN/P Bol'shoy
Begichev Island (March/April 2002)

Note: Checkpoints are not authorised to
credit QSL cards for an operation where
validation is required.

EU-082 U1ZA/1 & /A Kil'din Is (resident?)

DX AND EVENTS CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of his)
till 31/12 4070 and DZ70: special prefixes (Philippines)
till 29/12 AY, L5, L6: special prefixes (Argentina)
till 31/12 AY8XW: Radio Club Ushuaia
till 2004 CN2PM: Morocco by G3WQU
till July DL/, OZ/, SM/, LA/, PA/F5MQW
till 31/08 EM11E: Ukrainian islands
till August ET3PMW: Ethiopia * by W4PFM 564
till 31/12 OP1A: special event station
till 2003 RW1AI/ANT & R1ANC: Vostok Base
till 2003 T3OES: Butaritari (OC-017), W. Kiribati by N1JSY
till December TT8DX: Chad
till December VKOMQI: Macquarie Island (AN-005)
till 18/07 XM, XL, XN, XO: special prefixes (Canada)
till 31/07 YA/GOTQJ: Afghanistan
till October ZD9IR: Gough Island (AF-030) by ZS6RI
02/07-12/07 5WOTR, 5WOAA (5WODL): Samoa (OC-097) by K8AQM & K8AA
05/07-05/08 LY750: special event prefix (Lithuania)
08/07-11/07 OJOVR: Market Reef (EU-053) by OH1VR
08/07-11/07 OJO/AE9YL & OJO/K9LA: Market Reef (EU-053)
08/07-10/07 W5BOS/KL5: Walrus Islands (NA-121)
09/07-16/07 WRTC 2002 (http://www.wrtc2002.orq )
11/07 GM6UW: Lewis Island (EU-010)
12/07-15/07 GM6UW: Shiant Islands (EU-112)
13/07-20/07 9A/DL4AMK: Sveti Ivan na Pucini (EU-110)9
13/07-14/07 IARU Championship
15/07-30/07 9H3Z: Malta (EU-023) by ON4BAM
15/07-14/08 TY7Z, TY9F, TY4DX, TY6FB: Benin by Fs
16/07-01/08 CU9D, CU9AB, CU9/CT1AGF, CT3FN, HB9FMU/p: EU-089
16/07-29/07 HKOZZ: San Andres Island (NA-033) by DLs & HC2DX
17/07-19/07 GM6UW: Treshnish Islands (EU-108)
20/07-30/07 CU3-7: Azores * by CT1AHU, CT1AVC, CT1EFL, CT1EGW
20/07-21/07 WA7FW/7: Whidbey Island (NA-065)
23-07-29/07 J48S: Samos (EU-049) by ON6HE, ON4AUB, ONSCT, ON4AAC
25/07-29/07 GMs, MMs, GM5A: Islay (EU-008)

Finally, everything was aboard and the team
boarded the bus to begin the trip to the coast
14

(continued on page 58)
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IOTA CORNER
Roger Balister, G3KMA
Reference Numbers Issued

2002)

AF-091 3V Jendouba/Bizerte/Tunis/Nabeul
Region group (Tunisia)

AS-162 3W3M 3W2KA/3 3W3C XV3C
Cham Is (March 2002)

AS-156 ROB Ushakova Island

EU-182 UT3IB/P UT3IW/P UT5SI/P
UXIIM/P UX2IQ/P UX3IW/P UYOIX/P
Ankudinov and Ochakovskiy Islands
(September 2001)

AS-160 BY4 Shandong Province North
West group (China)
AS-161 VU Kerala State group (India)

NA-008 VY0/7N2FGG Ellesmere Island
(February/March 2002)

AS-162 3W South China Sea Coast North
group (Vietnam)
OC-248 T8 South Palau group (Palau)

NA-009 VY0/7N2FGG Cornwallis Island
(February/March 2002)

SA-091 CE8 Magallanes Province group

NA-050 KL7JR Barter Island (Dec 2001)

Provisional IOTA Reference Numbers
as at 30 April 2002

NA-188 XF4IH Cacaluta Is (March 2002)

None

OC-056 VP6AJ VP6MW VP6VT
Henderson Is (March 2002)

Operations Which Have Provided
Acceptable Validation Material

OC-070 YC8VCC/P YE8XM/P Nusa Laut
Island, Seram group (March 2002)

AF-091 3V8G1 Galite Island (July 2001)

OC-099 P29VMS Simberi Island, Tabar
Islands (March 2002)

AS-049 JO1 EPY/6 Nakano Island, Tokara
Islands (March 2002)

OC-103 P29VMS Emirau Island, St
Matthias Group (March 2002)

AS-050 RUOB/P Isachenko island, Sergeya
Kirova Islands (April 2001)

OC-182 VP6DI Ducie Island (March 2002)

AS-057 RUOB Uyedineniya Is (April 2001)

OC-209 YC8UFF/P Salibabu Island, Talaud
Islands (June to August 2001)

AS-068 RSOB/P Kravkova Island, Mona
Islands (April 2001)

OC-237 YC3MM/P Madura Island
(November 2001 & January 2002)

AS-076 JH4TEW/5 Yuge, lwagi & Ikina
Islands (various times 2001/2)

OC-248 T88SI Sonsorol Is (February 2002)

AS-147 JR8KJR/8 Rebun & Rishiri Islands
(March/April 2002)

SA-057 CVIF San Gabriel Is (Feb 2002)
SA-070 XR5SM Santa Maria Island
(January and February 2002)

AS-153 VU2DPM VU2HFR VU2JSH
VU2KFR VU2SKD Sagar Is (January 2002)
AS-156 RJOB Ushakova Is (April 2001)

SA-091 CE7AOY/8 Riesco Island
(December 2001)

AS-157 3W3M Tam Island (March 2002)

SA-091 CE8/R3CA Riesco Is (Jan 2000)

AS-160 BI4F Fu Rong Is (September 2001)

Note: This list includes operations where

AS-161 VU2JIX VU2JRO VU2MTT
VU2NJN VU2PAI VU2RDJ VU2RDQ
VU2SBJ VU3DMP Sacrifice Rock (Jan

validation material was volunteered, i.e. not
specifically required for credit to be given.
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to Puntarenas.

foredeck examining it through binoculars.
One thing was apparent at first glance.
There was no wide sandy beach. Although it
gradually appeared as the tide fell it was
apparent that it was not the place to put
antennas. Also, the mountain slopes came
right down to the water's edge, except
where they dropped off in vertical cliffs,
over which several waterfalls were seen to
be tumbling into the sea. The interior of the
island was densely jungle covered but a trail
was visible climbing the steep slope to the
right of the bay. Barely visible through the
trees and occupying the only flat ground at
the back of the bay was the ranger station.

The voyage finally begins
Soon, the gear was quickly off-loaded onto
the wharf. The team began to get acquainted
with Captain Billy and his crew. With the
tide out the upper deck of the boat was level
with the dock so transfer of the crated
equipment was quickly accomplished. A
boom and winch helped lift the heavier
items aboard. Once the tide came the boat
was prepared for departure. At 4:30 PM the
engines were started and, shortly before
5:00, the lines were cast loose and the Two
Can pulled away from the dock to start its
36-hour trip to Cocos Island.

As soon as the Two Can tied to the mooring
buoy, two officials from the Park Service
came aboard to check the permits. Martino
and Richard engaged them in a lively
discussion of the purpose of the visit to the
Island and what we needed and wanted to
do. They were pretty sceptical about us
setting up in Chatham bay and thought that
we would be better off at Wafer Bay.
Finally, after they had endorsed everyone's
passport with the Cocos Island stamp they
allowed a preliminary team to come ashore
and evaluate the sites available. Bill, WS4Y,
Alan, AD6E and Rich went ashore with the
park rangers and reported back via two
meters on what the situation was.

The upper stateroom housed most of the
team and two stations were quickly set up.
During the wait for departure a twentymeter inverted vee had been strung up in the
boat's rigging and a six-meter beam
installed on a mast at the taffrail. The
twenty-meter station was used primarily for
Pactor to keep the web page updated and to
access e-mail. Several successful six-meter
contacts were made, mostly on transequatorial paths. In fact it wasn't until late
in the DXpedition that six meters opened at
all from the island.
The original plan was to set up five stations
at Chatham Bay on the northeast coast of
the island. This bay opened directly towards
North America and Europe. Three stations
would be in one tent and two in the other.
Four quads, a four-square 40-meter vertical
array, inverted-Ls and top loaded verticals
for 80 and 160 and the six-meter long john
would be set up on the beach. Pictures from
the Internet showed a wide sandy beach and
what looked like ample level ground inland.

The only flat ground available was a small
area right next to the ranger station, over
their septic tank and drainfield. It was
studded with very large boulders and would
barely accommodate the tent. As we had
already seen, the beach was unsuitable for
antennas and they would have to be set up
on the edge of the jungle. One alternative
was available though. The steep trail we had
seen led up the mountainside about a quarter
of a mile to a cleared and level place about
520 feet above the bay. It was, in fact, a
wonderful location and the rangers said we
could do about anything we wanted to up
there, including running the generator all
night. The only problem was getting the
equipment up the steep and slippery trail.
Alan and Rich undertook the climb and
checked the site out. It had a marvellous

The voyage was as uneventful as anyone
could wish and the time was spent in
detailed planning and getting acquainted.
The seas were generally calm but a
pronounced roll and pitch to the boat was
sufficient to define who was susceptible to
seasickness and who wasn't. At sunrise on
the third day Cocos Island on the horizon
and everyone spent time on the rainy
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view and was perfect for propagation
toward North America and Europe. The
park rangers even offered to cut the grass
for us.

the first night, had to return to the Two Can.
The park rangers called a halt to the
generator running at 8:00 PM and the
stations continued on battery power. As the
tide came in the 30-meter vertical was
washed out and it turned out that the 40meter vertical was shorted against the rain
soaked palm tree stump it was tied to.

Site selection
Before a commitment was made to the
Chatham Bay site, with all its limitations, it
was decided to check out Wafer Bay. This
time Larry, as the team's resident
environmental engineer, went along in the
Zodiac inflatable boat. The trip to Wafer
Bay was exciting as the currents around the
island produce some violent turbulence that
throws small boats around. The bay was an
excellent spot to set up. Plenty of flat
ground, well protected from ocean swells
and with several tourist amenities. The only
problem was that there were 1200 foot high
ridges in the way of propagation to
everywhere except southeast Asia. For the
purposes of an amateur radio DXpedition it
was totally useless. Rich even travelled up
the trail toward Chatham Bay several
hundred feet to see if there was a useable
site. The decision was made to set up in
Chatham Bay and the Zodiac headed back
as fast as ocean conditions permitted.

As soon as the team members on the boat
had enjoyed their breakfast everyone but
Larry returned to the island while he
supervised getting most of the rest of the
equipment, including one of the big
generators, ashore. By this time we had
begun to appreciate the difficulties in
landing in Chatham Bay as the surf
generally ran from 3 to 5 feet and landing in
the Zodiacs was a sure way to get soaked.
Fortunately we never had any serious upsets
in the boats but it was really exciting a few
times.
The morning of Wednesday, February 20
was a busy time. KI7W0 got one of the
5kW generators set up under a tree next to
the beach and wired up 110 and 220 Volt
lines to the tent. With the tide out there was
a wide sandy beach available and the team
began assembling one of the quads. As soon
as Larry got ashore he decided that
stumbling over boulders every time anyone
walked across the beach was too dangerous
and promptly began clearing a pathway
between the landing site and the tent. This
path had to be repaired after each high tide
as the surf piled it full of rocks every time
the tide came in.

Once back to the chosen site the crew of the
Two Can began ferrying people and
equipment ashore. Larry served as
loadmaster, sending equipment and supplies
to the team members in a carefully planned
sequence. It was necessary to excavate
several large rocks from the site for the
small tent but one was so large that it had to
be left in place and the tent ended up with a
large lump in the floor. Verticals were put
up for 30 and 40 meters. The small 1 kW
generator was started up and the batteries
put on charge. As soon as the 30-meter
antenna was operational, Bob, N4CD, put
TI9M on the air even though no logging
computers were ready. Soon the computers
came online, and we went to using CT. By
morning there were hundreds of CW QSOs
in the log before the batteries ran down
shortly before sunrise. By the time the
second station was set up, everyone except
Rob and Martino, the selected operators for

Plywood salvaged from the crates was made
into more roomy tables for the operating
positions and the arrangement of equipment
was improved. Larry moved the 40-meter
vertical from the palm tree stump to the
beach in front of the tent, placing it high
above the surrounding rocks. The first high
tide showed the weaknesses of the
installation but, after repairs, it held up
throughout the DXpedition and worked
extremely well, although it usually was out
of commission for about 1 hour during
extreme high tide. By 10:00 AM the first
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For a DX hunter, it is important to be able to track the appearance of the stations, times and band
of openings. This can be achieved via constant access to the system. Sometimes, it is useful to
access the system while not at home or when the standard amateur radio, modem and PC is not
available.
With newTelnet software, it is possible to connect with a small PDA device, log the cluster
output to file and analyse the file later. When looking for an effective set up, the best choice is
Psion 5 or a similar PDA device, running newTELnet and a mobile phone. However, with a
mobile phone, the data connection for a long time would be very expensive. With the
introduction of GPRS it is possible to stay connected for a long time and pay only for data
transferred. A proper filtering of cluster output is necessary to keep the information concentrated
and to keep the data transfer volumes low.
Cluster software normally uses the standard telnet access; however the port number is not
default 23 but rather 41112. With newTELnet version 3.06 it is now possible to input the correct
port number and thus access the cluster node. Logging the output to file can be used as well.
With such a setup, the amount of data transferred in the period of 12 hours can be approx. 120kb
- which in reality is equivalent to downloading a graphical web page.

NewTELnet is well positioned to be used as THE telnet client for DX cluster access, because of
the shortcut capability, high port number ability and logging to file function. It is however
expected that the user get familiar with the cluster list, function of cluster software and its
commands. For basic information, you can use the bookmark section. For illustration, a couple
of screenshots are attached.
Practical results with Psion 5 and Motorola Timeport 260 mobile phone, connected via cable are
very positive. The connection is fast enough (more then 35kbits/s on downlink in my case) and
reliable. The amount of data (with proper filters on, so as not to receive the information from
cluster you do not want) is reasonable. Your phone can make and receive normal calls during
the transfer and you are not engaged.
It has to be noted, that the set up for GPRS transfer can vary, based on your GSM network
operator. It is necessary first to set up all modem and Internet connections, so that you reliably
manage the PDA connection to the network and only then start experiments with DX cluster
software. Access to the DX cluster network also requires a valid radio amateur licence — your
callsign is used usually as login name.
For further deployment the software database would be useful, in order to distinguish the spots
that appear and are on your "wanted" list. However the method described above works well for
band monitoring, rare station monitoring and staying in touch with the real situation while not at
home or not in access of your regular equipment.
Happy Ming!
Karel Kotrba, OK1DSF karetkotrbaevolny.cz
Useful bookmarks:
http://www.cpcug.oro/user/wfeidt/Misc/cluster.html
http://www.cestro.com/pclustertindex.shtml
http://ve9dx.weblink.nbtel.net/telnet/sites.html
http://clx.muc.de/
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Using TELnet to access DX clusters
Karel Kofrba, OKIDSF
In the amateur radio environment, one of the hobby "flavours" is hunting the rare, distant
countries. This is a time consuming activity and one part of the success is the ability to track the
appearance of the rare stations as well as band openings to different world locations. Over the
years there have been a couple of ways to share the information on the appearance of distant rare
stations. The method which is now being used predominantly is called PacketCluster. Packet
cluster is the computer running the special software. The DX cluster node is connected to other
such systems. They exchange the information and individuals can connect to them and submit as
well as receive information on rare stations. Each information record has a defined structure,
which shows the date and time of the spot, callsign of spotted station, band and callsign of
spotter. The records look like the following:

F7

I

F8

okldst de ok0dxx
DX de gaOpyc:
DX de sg5csw:
DX de on5pu:
DX de hb9dnx:
DX de oh4afa:
DX de on5pu:
DX de s51di:
DX de ua6lf:
DX de f5nod:
DX de ea4np:
DX de Mgr:
DX de ea5oa:
DX de hayu:
DX de pa3gne:

1

F9

i

F10 j Conned' Follow

2-May-2002 1826Z
21295.0 BAD
21026.0 J6/03XAQ
21321.2 9M2T0
7003.2 MOM
10107.0 5/I3RK
21326.9 HSIMCIR
50265.0 JT44
14240.0 8J1ITU/1
21295.0 KlB
21295.0 3B9FR
14010.0 LZ02104
21295.0 K18
21321.3 9M2T0
28500.0 AY7DSY

I

Connectiontunning

clx >
MY GOD I anibelas horrib
qsl via hc, qsx up1

18252
18268
16272
QM, MGR VIA K4K0
18272
1825Z
18292
CQ 1st 30' dir north west
18292
1830Z
Shared freq with 3b9fr
18302
SIMPLEX, not K1B I
18301
18302
upl (a joke in direct saying • 18312
big signal
18312
own callsign 1u7dsy
17422

new/T[11e
Fl
F2
F3
F4

ri
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It shows the callsign of spotter, exact frequency of the spot, callsign of spotted station, comment
and time in UTC.
There is also a defined way for the submission of information to the system. Today, the network
is worldwide and the propagation time of the information record - called spot - is in the range of
minutes. In the past, the only way how to connect the clusters together and also to access the
cluster has been through the wireless packet network, running on amateur VHF or UHF bands
with a protocol based on X.25. With the development of Internet, a lot of nodes are
interconnected together via Internet. Also, Internet, more specifically telnet is an ideal way to
connect to the system as user.
F7

F8

II

F9

F10 [ Connect I °now I

Enter remote host for Telnet connection

03:1110111

101211111.101Z

Previous Hosts
Remote Port

41112

147.231.106.52
Default Port 23

Canoed

V 3.06(10) - unregistered (12 days left)
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I CI:

No Connection

newTELne
Ft

F3

quad was assembled and a telescoping mast
installed at the edge of the jungle about 100
yards from the tent. With some expert
acrobatics, by balancing on top of a 6 foot
stepladder, Eugene and Matt managed to put
the quad elements on the boom and the mast
was pushed up to 25 feet. The chief park
ranger expressed concern about the guy
anchors set in the sand so additional iron
rebar rods and piles of rocks supplemented
them. By 10:30 the quad was on line with at
least a 30dB improvement in signals over
the 30-meter vertical, operating on 10
meters. Alan, AD6E, began running
immense pileups.

night shift of four people with two stations
running immense pile-ups on 40 through 10
meters. Day 1 closed with 2,899 QSOs in
the log, all on CW with 21 hours on the air.
Because of the late start, the operating
schedule was wrong and caused a little
chaos in the beginning. However, we then
kept the radios running 24hrs. Originally
Rich was responsible for the overall
schedule, however, because we were going
to have two operating locations, it was
decided to put Bob, N4CD, in charge of the
beach location and have Rich lead the
mountain location.
Thursday morning, the mountain team
(Rich, Ron, Flo, and Matt) started up with
the first load of equipment. The Two-Can
volunteered 3 of their young strong crew
members to carry the 5kW generator up the
520 foot high hill. They were absolutely
incredible, they only paused twice. Rich and
Matt carried the Icom radios up and Flo and
Ron carried the first load of gas along with
the antennas and other necessity, such as
water. The climb typically took 30 minutes
when carrying a light load.

The second quad was under construction as
soon as there were people free to begin its
assembly. With the water beginning to lap
around their feet the quad assembly team
put up a second mast directly in front of the
tent, among the rocks on the beach and had
it operational in only about two hours. The
40-meter vertical was directly in front of it
but the Icoms and WXOB bandpass filters
permitted operation of both antennas with
no interference. To help with isolation the
quads were set up with the more distant one
horizontally polarised and the near one
vertically polarised. This worked so well
that it was possible to operate with one
station on RTTY and one on CW on the
same band simultaneously.

Everyone finally made it to the top of the
hill and after a short break started to
assemble the antennas. The 6 meter antenna
was operational by early afternoon and the
quad was completed later that day. It was
amazing how much the location helped.
There was a noticeable difference on our
receive from on top of the hill. It was
expected to be especially good for 50MHz.
That evening transequatorial propagation
was good on 6 meters with our first contact
being PP I CZ at 1818 local. By the time six
meters closed down 47 stations had been
worked that evening, all from South
America. The SSB station started running
major pile-ups on the high frequency bands
with the quad.

As soon as they could get free from antenna
work, Rich and Simon began working on
the hilltop antenna site. One of the park
rangers, Filippe, accompanied them on the
trail and helped clear the tall grass from the
site. The large tent was hauled up to the top
and set up so it would be ready for the
equipment to be brought up the next day.
Meantime an operating schedule for the
night had been arranged. The park rangers
had agreed to let the generator be used
through the night. It was quiet enough that
the surf and insect sounds completely
drowned it out. Later it was relocated back
in the jungle away from the path and was
completely undetectable from the ranger
station. A thoroughly exhausted group of
hams took the trip back to the boat leaving a

Rich, Flo, Ron, and Matt took the first night
shift on the hill. We decided the best
operating schedule for the hill would be to
rotate by 24 hour shifts. There was no way
they could all continue to spend the nights
on the hill. Plus, there was not enough space
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for everyone to operate and sleep in the tent.
Rich and Flo formed one shift and Matt and
Ron formed the other. One station was
dedicated to HF SSB and the other to
50MHz between 7am and 1 Opm and then
was active on the WARC and low bands
throughout the night.

any change made in the log. This was the
first time some of us had used CT, and it
took a little bit of getting used to. Rob,
PA5ET, and Ron, PA3EWP, did a
wonderful job getting all the computers and
CT up and running.
While not operating we were free to explore
the island or watch the fish from the side of
the boat. It was anchored in about 60 feet of
crystal clear water and the variety and
number of fish visible over the side was
incredible. Dropping bread crumbs into the
water created a feeding frenzy that soon
brought swarms of sharks to see what the
excitement was all about. Frequently the
sharks escorted the Zodiac to and from the
beach. The island is extremely rugged and
only a few trails penetrate the interior. Once
you pass into the jungle out of the sea
breeze the heat becomes oppressive.
Another pastime was reading the hundreds
of inscriptions on the rocks. Until the
National Park Service stopped the practice
in the 1990's it was common for visitors to
engrave their names and date of visit on
rocks. We found several with callsigns from
previous DXpeditions dating back to the
1960s. Pirates and others had been visiting
the island since the early 1800's.

Settling into routine

The shift schedule started to work more
smoothly. The next shift would bring gas up
the hill in the morning (4 gallons minimum)
along with a packed lunch and dinner and
plenty of water. The relieved shift would
carry the empty cans down the hill for refuel
for the next day.
The lower station was on 2.5-4 hour shifts
during the day, longer at night. Four people
spent the night on the island at the downhill
location.
We quickly found the temperatures very hot
during the day and cooler at night. Lots of
humidity — the island gets 27 feet of rain
every year!
This morning brought the first 6 meter
opening outside South America. K2RTH
was worked on a skew path beaming South
America. Two other stations in Florida were
worked. We continued to run major pile-ups
on 10 and 15 meters CW and SSB while the
RTTY station kept up a continuous rate. The
pileups were tremendous. Both CW and
SSB were running consistently at well over
100 per hour. The end of day 2 showed
2371 CW QSOs added to the log with the
first SSB runs totalling 880 for the day and
642 stations worked on RTTY. After the
hilltop station went on line the QSO rate
picked up considerably, especially on SSB,
and nearly 9000 QSOs were made in the 24
hour period.

There is little wildlife on the Island except
for lizards and sea birds. Some of the
seagulls were so tame that they became a
nuisance and occasionally stole sandwiches
right out of our hands. A cat that had been
brought to the island so young that it had
never met another cat was nicknamed
TI9MEOW and spent several nights
sleeping on top of the tent. The hilltop
station was plagued by rats attracted by the
food stored in the tent and a regular
procession of strange insects crossed the
tables in front of the operators at the
Chatham Bay site providing a rather unique
entertainment. Regular patrols of the tent by
thousands of army ants each night kept all
scraps cleaned up but it was suspected that
they were the cause of arcing in the linear
one night.

Operating procedures were reviewed and
everyone decided that accuracy in copying
and logging were more important than
speed. Each QSO was to be confirmed with
the full call of the station worked and the
TI9M call was to be given with each QSO.
On CW the CT program was set to re-send
the call of the station worked if there was

New Phonetics?
The ICAO phonetic alphabet has served us well but is no longer appropriate for the media age in
which we now live. The time has come to modernise the phonetic alphabet, and a team of
consultants has worked with a focus group to rebrand the phonetic alphabet, henceforward to be
known as "Phonetics".
We are sure that this new paradigm will enhance your communications experience.

Phonetica

A

B
C
D
E
F
G

H
J

K
L
M

Armani
Britney
Cappucino
Delia
Empowerment
Phonetica
GQ
Hello!
Islington
Jubilee
Kylie
Latte
Mandelson

N
0

P
Q
R
S
U
V
W
X

Y
Z

Raffle Prizes for AGM
The following raffle prizes had been donated for the AGM Prize Draw at the time of going to
press. Many thanks to all the donors for their generosity.
Donor
Prize
Datamatrix
Logging software
EI6FR
VP8THU/ A52A videos
FSDXA
5 shirts, 2 books, 2 D68C/9MOC videos
GOWMW
ZDT/8K video
G3LAS
CB CD ROMs (4)
G3NUG
2 CB CD ROMs
G3SED
VP8THU video
loom
5 hard-cover logbooks
IOTA/G3ZAY/G3KMA/G3NUG 12 T/polo shirts
Kenwood
2 - HS-5 headphones, LF-30A LP filter, Kenwood jacket
ML&S
Nevada
RSGB
Yaesu

Miracle Whip
Worldspace Radio
Various books
MB200 microphone

Sleeping on board the boat while moored
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Nokia
02
Pilates
Quality
Rebranding
Spin
Texting
Ulrike
Vacuous
Wills
Ecstasy
Yasmin
Zeitgeist
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Most people were nervous when asked if
they wanted to talk to someone on the radio,
which rather gives the lie to the view that
talking on the radio isn't of any interest any
more because of the widespread use of
mobile phones. If a visitor did agree to go
on the air then it was necessary either to
transfer the headset or plug in a hand
microphone. The advantage of the headset,
of course, is that it excludes most external
noise and makes SSB a little easier to copy.
In my view anyone planning a special event
station should make every effort to let
members of the public take the microphone,
and much thought needs to be put into the
best way of achieving this, whether it be by
parallel headsets or separate loudspeakers.
The Castle was open to visitors from 10am
to 5pm daily and during this time we
concentrated on phone operation, though
one of the five stations would quite often be
using CW and we almost invariably had
comments like "1 didn't know they still used
Morse". There is clearly a public fascination
with Morse code and this is something that
we as radio amateurs really ought to be
exploiting as part of the overall task of
raising public awareness about amateur
radio.

operation still to go, our QSL manager
Owen G4DFI had already received over 200
direct cards. Our policy is to respond to all
requests rather than blanket QSL all
contacts. QSL design is in progress and it
will be a four-sided card designed and
printed by FDS Graphics, similar to the
style that was used for M2000A. Listener
QSLs should go to Bob Treacher and all
others to G4DFI. Full details are on the
GB50 web page, which was set up and
maintained by Nigel G4KIU.
Also on the web page are details of the
award programme, and all you need to claim
the Golden Jubilee award is a single contact
on one of the Jubilee holiday days 1-4 June.
A second award can be obtained by gaining
50 points from contacts on different
band/mode combinations.
After M2000A the team said 'never again'
but in the end we couldn't resist the
challenge of setting up a similar operation
from the more prestigious location of
Windsor Castle, for the Golden Jubilee. It
couldn't have been done without excellent
support and co-operation from our sponsors,
partners and the core operating team.

Royal Visit

Table 1: GB50 QSOs by band

On Monday morning 3rd June, at the start of
a very busy day for the Royal couple, we
had a visit from the RSGB Patron, the Duke
of Edinburgh. He viewed all the exhibits in
the meet and greet area, including a Marconi
transmitter dating from 1903, and met
representatives of RSGB, Cray Valley and
Burnham Beeches. He went on to tour the
operating area and observed a contact on
15m with Jeff, 9H1EL. On the WARC
station a CW QSO was in progress and
although familiar with a straight key, Prince
Philip had never seen a paddle before so
John G3WGV was able to explain the
operation of an electronic keyer to him.

3.5MHz
7MHz
10MHz
14MHz
18MHz
21MHz
24MHz
28MHz
50MHz
144MHz

461
4,124
1,463
4,167
3,921
6,790
1,408
1,174
849
370

Table 2: GB50 QSOs by mode
CW
SSB
FM
RTTY
PSIC

Aftermath

By Friday 7th June, with two . day's
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12,221
12,214
126
113
53

was an experience in itself. The ocean
currents swirling around the island create a
lot of turbulence and it wasn't unusual for
the occupants of below-deck staterooms to
see their portholes go under water and fish
swimming overhead. Because of the
requirement to sleep on the boat, there were
many daily trips to and from the island.
Since the period of full moon was
approaching the tides began to run higher
each day. Getting wet became a regular
event and several team members began
developing sores on their feet. This was
especially serious for the hilltop gang who
had to face twice-daily hikes up the steep
path.

the book had to be used to separate the
stations calling. Signals were peaking at
30dB over S-9. With conditions so good on
80 it was time to see if 160 SSB would be
useable. It definitely was and over 260
stations got in the log on 160 SSB during
the greyline openings over the next few
nights. The low band activities resulted in
final totals of 963 CW and 268 SSB
contacts on 160 meters with 2,180 CW and
1,866 SSB contacts on 80 meters, more than
35% of which were Europeans. Some
European contacts were made as much as 90
minutes past their sunrise time and North
American stations were worked well into
the daylight hours.

By the evening of Saturday 24th the stations
were all fully operational with linears
available to the CW and RTTY station at the
downhill site and a third station running the
WARC bands on 12/I7m inverted vees and
the 30 meter vertical.

On the higher bands QSO rates of 250 to
300 per hour were common during the early
days of operation, falling off gradually as
many stations began to accumulate their
needed band/mode QSOs. Very good
propagation conditions kept all the bands
open from before sunrise well into the
darkness hours and made it possible for
anyone with even a modest home station to
work us. Even so, right up to the last day of
operation, coming on a new band or mode
rapidly created a pile-up.

Getting gas to the island and up the hill was
a major logistical nightmare. Twenty
gallons a day went to the island, including
ten to go up the hill. When the amplifier was
used, more gas was needed so most of the
time the hilltop operation was on low
power. QRO wasn't necessary, anyway, the
pile-ups were still overwhelming on SSB.
The RTTY station was switched over to
SSB part time as the expedition moved
towards its end, and the rate picked up even
more. A couple of times we put two stations
on SSB on the same band at the same time.
The generators were shut down twice a day
for refuelling and the oil was changed once
per day. During the generator shut down
periods the stations were run on the batteries
while the computers stayed on battery
power at all times.

Closedown

The Captain of the boat set our closedown
schedule to get everyone connected to their
international flights. The extra work
involved in dismantling the hilltop station
and packing everything down to the beach
in time to catch the morning tide forced it to
shut down on Friday. The Chatham Bay
station was reduced to two rigs, the 40
meter vertical, the 80/160 meter inverted-L
and one Quad on the last night. Everything
else was packed up and sent to the boat
Friday afternoon.

Larry and Alan, WS4Y spent a lot of time
on the 80 and 160 meter antennas and
alternated night shifts keeping those bands
on the air. The first night Alan ran 160 CW
and made over 600 QSOs. The next night
Larry added another 400 QSOs on 160
meters and 800 on 80 meters. The European
pileups became so fierce that every trick in

By prior arrangement one station was set up
for operation as a multi-single in the ARRL
DX SSB contest with Rich starting off on 15
meters. He promptly hit 370 QSOs per hour
and kept a high rate going until he turned
the station over to Alan, AD6E. The other
station was running CW on 160, 80 and 40
meters with a special effort to give some
19

deserving European stations these hard to
get contacts. After the evening boat trip at
8:00 PM, only Larry, Matt, Ron and Flo
remained to operate through the night.
Promptly at 6:00 AM Saturday morning the
generator was shut down and TI9M went off
the air.

made it more than a huge success. The
exceptional co-operation and assistance of
the National Park Service personnel and the
crew members of the Two Can made things
possible that we hadn't even imagined, such
as the hilltop station.
Sleeping late Sunday morning was a rare
treat as there was no early morning boat to
catch for the shift change. No gas cans to
haul up the hill. No antenna repairs to make.
No pile-ups to run. Nevertheless it was a
busy time as gear was sorted and re-packed.
The web pages were updated and
preparations were made to offload the gear
we were taking home with us as soon as we
got to Puentarenas.

Within two hours the entire station had been
dismantled and everything taken to the
beach for transport to the Two Can, beating
Captain Bill's ultimatum by a full two
hours. The hardest part of the station tear
down was removing the 80 meter radials
from the beach where the tides had tangled
them and buried them in the rocks. Right up
until the departure of the last boat, Simon
was digging them out. In order to arrive at
Puentarenas at high tide the Two Can had to
weigh anchor no later than 12:00 noon so
there was little time for final farewells with
the Cocos Island guard staff. They were
showered with presents including much of
the expendable gear such as tables, chairs,
rope, batteries and anything else that wasn't
worthwhile taking back with us. Everyone
on the TI9M team signed the guest book
which had a list of all the donated materials
entered in it.

Shortly after tying up at the dock our bus
pulled up and we began transferring cargo
between the boat and the bus. Once again
the crew of the Two Can made the transition
go smoothly and all too soon it was time to
part company with our friends. Then, it was
off to the Rex International warehouse
where the Icom transceivers, Acom
amplifiers, some of the antennas and other
gear were packed and consigned for
shipment. By the time all the paperwork was
done it was past noon so we went back to
the local McDonalds where Martino finally
got to eat a real American style hamburger.

Departure and Reflections
As the Two Can pulled away from Cocos
Island and began the 36 hour trip back to the
mainland a silence fell upon the TI9M team
as we watched the island begin to shrink
away and sink into the sea. Each of us was
lost in our private world of remembrance.
The DXpedition had turned out to be far
more than any of us expected. There had
been times when we were about to give up
and admit defeat. All our carefully laid
plans had to be revised and then changed
again. Not just once but over and over. The
way everyone pulled together, though, had

Final result: 80,000 QSOs from one of the
most wanted' countries, on 160 through 6
meters, SSB, CW, RTTY and PSK3 I . We
hope you were one of them. Henry's hard
work at setting up the expedition had
resulted in a successful endeavour. It was an
adventure of a lifetime for the operators, and
we hope you made it through the big pileups
successfully. Would we do it again? If
you've got a nice rare DX location, we have
a team ready to go!

location sounded electrically quiet but, as it
turned out, there was actually rather a lot of
electrical noise particularly on the HF bands
and this did sometimes give us problems
hearing weak callers.

marquee the antenna was a C-3 SS which has
full-sized elements on 10 and 15m, and
linear loaded elements on 20m. The WARC
antenna has already been sold but if anyone
would like to purchase the C-3SS for £399
they should contact Ron directly at Vine
Antennas. It has only been used for 12 days
and about 12,000 contacts.

Station Configuration
At an early stage we decided to model the
configuration on that used at M2000A and
again for reasons of space, not to operate on
topband. GB50 would therefore operate on
80-10m, 2m and 6m. Icom UK kindly
loaned five brand-new transceivers for the
station, plus a sixth which was used on 2m
for APRS.

Dipoles were hung from the towers for 30,
40 and 80m and we also had a 15m loop
which gave additional capability while the
tribander was in use on 10 or 20m. On VHF,
the 11 element 2m Yagi and 5 element 6m
Yagi were mounted at the front of the
trailers on short I 6ft masts: there was no
need for greater antenna height given the
elevated location. The rotator for 2m was
supplied by Nevada, who also helped with
Heil headsets and ancillary equipment.

Three HF stations were set up and assigned
to specific bands, with Dunestar filters and
automatic antenna switching. There was no
question of coax switches or antenna leads
being transferred from one station to
another, because the station would be used
by many different operators over the 12
days of operation and we had to do all we
could to make operation as simple as
possible. The WARC band filters were
borrowed from Neville G3NUG and will
shortly be in use by Mark MODXR in the
Maldives. He will also be using some of the
laptops that saw service at GB50, and before
that at D68C. John G3WGV provided all the
computer infrastructure on behalf of the
Five Star DX Association.

Public Access
From the beginning, the CVRS team knew it
was vital to open the station to Castle
visitors, to raise public appreciation of the
hobby and to try to attract recruits to the
new Foundation Licence. We had been told
by the Castle authorities that a large
proportion of visitors were from overseas,
and this proved to be the case. Also,
visitors to an historic castle are not
expecting to see a high-tech transmitting
station and many people chose not to enter
the marquee. This is perhaps just as well,
since there can be as many as 4,000 visitors
to the Castle on a good day and we could
not have coped with that number.

Two trailer-mounted crankup towers were
used, one of which was loaned by Plextek
Ltd. They were sited at each side of the
marquee and therefore the separation was
only about 80ft. At M2000A the masts had
been a little further apart but we had no
inter-station interference problems, whereas
this time there were quite a few problems
but we had no time to try to track them
down, so the operators had to learn to live
with a certain degree of mutual interference
as well as the electrical noise.

In all, we estimate that about 5,000 people
visited GB50 over the 12-day period and of
these, nearly 500 sat down and exchanged
greetings messages with radio amateurs.
Leaflets and other material were handed out
and the profile of amateur radio has
certainly been raised among the general
public, while at the same time our operators
were continuing to satisfy the pileups_

Brand new Force 12 antennas were supplied
by Vine Antennas and they worked
extremely well. The WARC 2/2 covered
12m and 17m and was located on the
westernmost tower. At the other end of the
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Each of the five stations had a headset and
footswitch for the operator, but also an
audio amplifier and loudspeaker so that
visitors could listen to QSOs in progress.
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The Pizza & Pasta Contest Club proudly presents: Niger 2002
Back to Niamey, one year later

Great Britain Fifty
Dave Lawley, G4BUO, GB50 HF Manager (g4buo@compuserve.com )

The GB50 station at Windsor Castle
celebrating the Queen's Golden Jubilee
made its last transmission at 8pm on Sunday
9th June. In 12 days of operation we made
24,725 QSOs with 145 DXCC entities.

envisage public access to the station,
whereas CVRS had always seen public
access as an essential ingredient of a Jubilee
station. The organisational structure set up
in early 2002 to plan the event finally
evolved with split responsibility: CVRS
organising the station itself with RSGB and
BBRC manning the front 'meet and greet'
area which was the first thing visitors would
see when they came to GB50.

Operation could not start until 0600z each
day and had to end at 2100z. With
additional restrictions the station was in fact
operational for 165 hours, making an overall
QSO rate of 150 per hour. The whole
operating team is extremely pleased with
this performance. Summertime conditions
meant that the HF bands were noisy, and
daytime absorption was high. 15m proved to
be the main band for international contacts,
and we were also kept very busy on 40m
phone working many hundreds of UK
amateurs including, of course, plenty of new
M3 licensees. 6m was also a great success
with many contacts right round Europe.
PY5CC was the best DX on 6m.

We were greatly helped by the addition of
Tim G4VXE to the organising committee.
As a resident of Windsor, Tim was able to
provide essential local knowledge and when
trying to work out where we could operate
from within the Castle, it was Tim who
identified the North Terrace as the ideal
location. We agreed with the Castle
authorities that the station, together with
meet and greet area, could be
accommodated in a 20ft x 50ft marquee to
be erected at the western end of the North
Terrace of the Castle. When first seen in
January this was a cold, windy and exposed
site but the radio advantages were
immediately obvious: the terrace sits on top
of a steep 100ft slope with a clear takeoff
from east through north to west, which are
the directions where we would expect to
make almost all of our contacts.

Planning

The operational side of GB50 was organised
by a core team from Cray Valley Radio
Society led by Bob Treacher BRS32525,
and we drew very heavily on the experience
gained by organising M2000A at Greenwich
for the Millennium. That earlier operation
had the benefit of over 18 months'
preparation, whereas the first meeting to
discuss GB50 was held with Peter Kirby at
RSGB HQ in September 2001. Permission
to operate from Windsor Castle was not
obtained until the turn of the year, leaving
less than six months to get everything in
place.

We were careful to warn the Castle
authorities of the risk of RFI problems, both
to security systems and to televisions
located in nearby living quarters. The Royal
apartments were a long way away from our
location so there was, thankfully, no risk of
Royal TVI. Tests were carried out in early
March under the supervision of the
Radiocommunications Agency and, to
everyone's relief and somewhat to our
surprise, we found no problems at all. In the
event we had one instance of telephone RFI
on the first day of operation but this was
solved by the use of two ferrite rings. When
carrying out these tests in March the

At the same time that we started talking to
RSGB about a special station for the
Jubilee, the Burnham Beeches Radio Club
approached the authorities directly seeking
permission to operate from Windsor Castle.
Twenty-five years earlier BBRC had
operated from the Castle to celebrate the
Silver Jubilee, but their proposal did not
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Paolo Cortese, 12U1Y/NH 7DX (i2uiy@cqww.com)
Operators

was no longer very high in the Most Wanted
list, although around the 65th place, but was
really needed on some bands and modes.

Alfeo, 11FIJI, is 54 years old. He is a
director of an engineering company. In most
contests he operates as II1H. In the past he
operated from Lebanon.

We well knew that in 2001 we could not
pay much attention to low bands because we
had poor antennas and low power but that
was not all. Having been there before, we
knew the problems that a bigger operation
should face. To make more contacts,
especially on the low bands, we would need
to bring more operators to be sure to stay on
the air around the clock and to help with
erecting the antennas. Then we would need
better antennas and more power to be sure
to put a reasonable signal in those areas
with the greatest ham population. We would
need to solve the problem of interference
that in 2001 made it impossible to keep
more stations on the air from the same
place. Last but not least, we would need to
find a reasonable solution for transportation
because in 2001 we had to pay a lot of
money for extra luggage. You have to
consider that none of us had any previous
experience of a real DXpedition so the
logistic problems sometimes were really
difficult to overcome. When we had an
answer for each question, the final answer
was: OK, let's try! As you can easily
imagine, most of the solutions that we
thought to adopt, at the end had to be
reconsidered but this is certainly part of the
game.

Paolo, I2UIY, is 41 years old. He handles
both Incoming and Outgoing QSL Bureaux
for all Italy. He signs IQ2A in contests and
in the past has been active from 1AOKM,
HV4NAC, T70A, P40K and he led our first
DXpedition to Niger in 2001.
Silvano, I2YSB, is 51 years old. He is
retired from the Air Force. He was in the
Niger 2001 crew and is our QSL Manager.
Marcello, IK2DIA, is 60 years old. He is
retired from the Electric Company and he
was part of the Niger 2001 DXpedition.
Beppe, 1K2WXV, is 35 years old. He is a
fire fighter. He is a new-entry in the Niger
crew.
Riccardo, IZ5BRW, is 26 years old. He
works with precision lathes in his uncle's
workshop. He is the youngest member of
the crew.
Jim, or Yacouba as he's called in Niger,
5U7JK is 46 years old and serves as
Missionary in Niger. He holds the US
callsign KCOIFR. He was the key to
everything and was able to solve all the
problems that we faced before and during
our trip.
Let's

Planning.

try!

We were lucky having someone in Niger
who could take care of most of our needs
but sometimes this was not enough since we
were planning something big and our friend
Jim 5U7JK didn't have much experience in
this field. Jim Knowlton is better known as
Yacouba in Niger. He was born in Nigeria
and his family moved to Niger a few weeks
after his birth. We are proud to have met
this guy because we understood what it

In 2001, three of us put together our first
DXpedition to Niger and made about 30,000
QS0s using low power and simple
antennas. After our return from Niamey, by
reading the comments written on the QSL
cards and the messages that we received, we
realised, however, that many people still
needed 5U for a new one, especially on the
low bands. The main requests were for 160
and 75/80m and for WARC bands. Niger
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means to dedicate your life to help others.
Both Jim and his wife Connie work 24
hours a day to bring some relief to these
nice people who have nothing. He got his
5U7JK callsign about a year ago and
immediately the Northern California DX
Foundation decided to help him with a
donation to buy a transceiver. He was active
in 2001 with 100W and a 15m inverted V.
He solved all the many problems that we
had to face before and during our effort. It is
only due to his work that we did what we
did: thanks Jim!

that it is illegal to load a car so much! On
Saturday 2" d February Silvano and Beppe
drove to Milan airport and stored everything
in the baggage-room of the airport.
You need to know that in January and
February north Italy was plunged into heavy
fog that caused the cancellation of most of
the flights for weeks. Driving was really
difficult and car crashes were filling the
newspapers daily. Our flight was scheduled
at 9.30 in the morning and we were really
not sure we would be able to take off. A taxi
picked all of us up very early in the
morning. Our plans were to get to the
airport as soon as possible to have enough
time to fix any possible problems with our
luggage. Driving to the airport, the visibility
was no better that 50 meters and we all were
very pessimistic about the chance that we
could fly. This year we had some special
tickets usually issued to missionaries that
allowed us to carry more free luggage than
with regular tickets but we were still not
sure that we could board with over 300kg of
weight and with the antenna boxes that were
a little oversize. We were waiting in front of
the Check-In desk about 1 hour before it
opened (!) and we were surprised to see that
we had only 16kg of overweight and that
only one of our boxes was oversize. A
phone call made to an Air France official
who we had contacted a month previously
cleared all problems and allowed us to
check all baggage without any additional
problems.

During the summer of 2001 we were
planning a multi-national effort with the
participation of some US operators and, at
the same time, we were in touch with some
companies that were planning to sponsor us
but, as you can easily imagine, September
11 changed everything. We rescheduled our
trip and we placed 3 different reservations
for the flight, waiting until the very last
minute to decide the exact date of our travel.
Unfortunately there is only one flight a
week from Paris to Niamey so you don't
have much scope for changes.
One of the main problems for us was the
luggage. In 2001 we had to pay a fortune for
some overweight baggage and we did not
want to do the same this time. So we put
together what we had, leaving at home what
was too heavy and packed everything well
enough to be sure that nothing could get
broken during transportation as had
happened in 2001. We could count on what
5U7JK already had: two transceivers and
two small Ameritron amplifiers. We were
carrying 3 transceivers and a bigger
amplifier donated by W8J1 that we had to
leave behind for 5U7JK.

The very last of our hopes was that we
could take off right on schedule but it
happened! When we discovered that later
that same Sunday many flights from the
same airport were delayed or cancelled due
to the fog it seemed that Murphy must have
been busy somewhere else! It was nice
flying in the sun, over the Alps, after we had
risked the cancellation of the entire
DXpedition due to the fog. We landed in
Paris right on schedule and then we boarded
the flight to Niamey that took off on time
and landed on time 5 hours later. 5U7JK
was waiting for us outside the airport, right
on the airstrip, wearing a bright orange

The flight.

Packing was done at 12UIY's place, on the
table of the Outgoing QSL Bureau. Then we
stored as much luggage as we could in the
car of I2YSB. We have been lucky that cars
cannot speak! If not, she would complain
like crazy for all that load. Also we have
been lucky that there were no policemen on
patrol on those roads because we are sure
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When the 6m band was released in 1987 I
became active and soon realised I must get
to grips with CW if I was to enjoy the band
to its full potential. 1988 saw me upgrade to
GOJHC. Planning permission and TVI
issues only allowed 6m activity with a 12ft
boom 4 element and HF was restricted to a
10m dipole at 25ft and around 70W from an
old Kenwood TS430S. Fortunately Cycle 22
was kind and 10m was in great shape.
Between 1988 and 1993 I was able to work
270 DXCC. Once cycle 22 started to drop
off I suddenly realised I was in trouble. It
wasn't even possible to extend the dipole
for 12m, so I quickly built a small ATU
which allowed me to use the 10m dipole on
12m, Soon 100 countries were worked there
as cycle 22 dropped.

more on 15m (its resonant band) than
elsewhere, but I guess that's due to more
competition from the traditional Tribander.
Once past the 310 DXCC mark it became
apparent I was starting to miss the odd
DXpedition with just 100W. I came across a
"butchered" FL2100Z at a rally, bought it
for £50 and, after replacement tubes, fitting
a soft start and a new input matching board I
was running with just about 400w out. The
only DXCC the 15m dipole and 400W
hasn't been able to work in recent years has
been ZL8CW. I still need that one!
Last year I obtained planning permission for
a C3SS but with 6m being in such great
shape I've not got round to putting it up.
The 15m dipole has continued to do the
business in 2002 with VP6DI followed by
VK9ML giving me my Honour Roll QSO
on 15th April, then 16th April saw
P5/4L4FN logged. May, of course, brought
KHI. I'm now "just" short of 3Y/1st, BS7,
FR/J, KH7, VU7/a, ZL8 and ZK3. Not
many of that lot expected this year eh?....

A combination of jobs and other activities
saw little activity in the mid 90s apart from
my old friend 6m, but in 1996 I moved
house, got married and was able to plan a
small station once again.
My new garden wasn't exactly in the "80m
four square" bracket but although only 9m x
7m was a corner plot and backed onto open
fields to the side and rear. Within a month
of moving in I'd applied for planning
permission for a 45ft Tennamast to support
my 6m activities which is my main interest
today.

Over the years I have developed a 3-point
plan for working DX and also not becoming
frustrated.
•
•
•

The planning procedure went relatively
smoothly although it did involve having to
knock on 6 neighbours' doors (who I had
never met before) and talking them through
my plans. It was certainly an "interesting"
way of getting to know folk that first month!

Use SSB, only when forced to by the
DX.
Switch off at weekends.
Do as much operating as practical
during the week an hour after sunrise
and around sunset.

I'm told after HR one starts to chase IOTA
(one thing I swore blind I'd never go near),
guess who's just ordered the new IOTA
directory!?

February 1997 saw a Tennamast installed
with 6m beam and under it a 15m rotatable
dipole, fed with 35m of RG213. I soon
discovered that my simple ATU would tune
the 15m dipole on 10/12/17m, allowing my
new FT920 to at least radiate a bit of RF on
those bands too. I must admit to being
amazed over the next 3-4 years just what I
could work with this dipole. I've been able
to increase my 10/12/15/17m scores to
around the 300 mark and above on all
bands. Surprisingly it seems to struggle
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in a place called "Guernsey". Important
things first, I thought "hmmm...GU, that
could be interesting, 1 could experience pileups anytime I wanted to?" So, after
consultation with Antonietta, I applied for
the post and guess what? We have been here
ever since. Located on the west coast of the
island I have a great take off to the US and
South America. I started collecting QSLs
again from the new location and have 233
countries worked since moving here. I'm
still building on my 158 worked on 80m. I
was president of the Guernsey Amateur
Radio society (GARS) 1991/1992 and
currently am the Newsletter Editor and
Publicity Officer. I spend most of my time
on the low bands where GU is well sought
after, but am spending more time on the
high bands since I recently received
permission for a tower which I erected over
Christmas, (plus or minus celebrations). It
looks great on the west coast skyline with a
TB3 for 10/15/20 on the top. Vee's for 40
and 80 and an Inverted-L for 160 complete
the transmission antennas. I have a
Beverage for low band winter work. I use a
TS-940S and FL2I00 amplifier and operate
about 50/50 SSB/CW.

regarding the Club as part of its marketing
strategy after the 9MOC DXpedition and
thought to myself "that's me!" All the DX
stations that I had been working were
writing articles in the Digest. So I joined up.
Since joining, I have met many more people
who share my interests, some of whom have
also been to visit me.
I was humbled to have been invited to take
part in the D68C DXpedition in 2000 and it
was something I shall never forget. If there
is a structure and commitment to making an
operation like the D68C trip work, that was
it. A great team and a great atmosphere.
Although the first days were very
demanding, with the stormy weather and
hard work, it was all very well worth it. I
hope you enjoyed it too. I dedicated my
efforts to G4HDP - Ken Griffin, my Morse
tutor and family friend who died shortly
after my return to GU.
I have other interests too, family life,
property renovation and home made Italian
wine making. In fact, 1 love all things
Italian. Professionally, I am a Senior
Manager for Guernsey Electricity Ltd,
which generates and distributes electricity
throughout the Island of Guernsey.

So how did I become a member of CDXC?
Well, it was as a result of working the
stalwarts at 9MOC. I received a letter

If anyone is visiting the island and passing
by, please feel free to drop in.

Member Profile
Neil Carr, GOJHC
Honour Roll on a 10/15m dipole

By the age of 15 I'd decided to get my
transmitting licence and began studying for
the RAE at the local College one night a
week after school. one of the locals (now
G4ZCG #1HR) took me in his car and
another, G4RSK, helped me at weekends.

My introduction to radio began around the

age of 13, when I decided to bypass the CB
boom and become a SWL.
Santa dropped off a second hand Yaesu
FRG7 receiver that Christmas (1979). I
joined the RSGB and got an RS number and
spent Cycle 21 as an SWL. I put up 20m of
bell wire around the gutter of the house and
seem to recollect spending many happy
hours listening. The DXCC bug came at an
early age and 300+ countries were recorded
in my note book over the next few years.

The pass slip duly arrived just before my
16th Birthday. I soon had the call G6ZGO.
The early 80s saw me do nothing more than
tinker about on 2m FM and work a bit of
SSB DX as well as remain an SWL.
Finances and College work restricted further
progress back then.
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Florida Contest Group shirt. Now we started
to be really worried because we knew that it
never happens that everything goes as you
plan so we were ready to face something
terrible that could happen at any time.

Guest House, that has only four rooms plus
a very large living and dining room and a
kitchen with all the necessary facilities that
guests share. Everybody buys his own food
and stores it in the refrigerator that has 4
sections, one for each room. There is a small
garden with colourful flowers and the next
door neighbours are the Italian Embassy and
one of the locations of the US Embassy.
They gave us a nice room with 3 beds and
with bathroom and shower facilities that
was really perfect for our plans. Here we
installed one of our stations.

Niamey.
It took almost 2 hours to collect all our
baggage at Niamey airport because they
have only one baggage-trolley and it takes
some time to download everything from a
flight. We were all looking at the hole inside
the airport from which were flowing boxes
and suitcases hoping that all our nine pieces
of luggage would come out, including the 3
long boxes with the antennas. With a single
flight each week, you have no chance to
recover your lost baggage quickly. When
the last piece of luggage made it into the
airport, we all sighed with relief. Jim,
5U7JK, took care to clear customs and to
find some porters to carry all our belongings
to the trailer that he hooked to the SIM's
pick-up. Unfortunately there was not
enough room inside the pick-up for all of us
so Silvano and Marcello had to travel
outside, seated on top of one of our boxes.

The second SIM Guest House is located in
the area of the Centre Biblique de Niamey.
If the Tillabery Guest House is a small
building with a small garden, the Centre
Biblique de Niamey, (CBN) is built in a
large area that also houses the Guest House,
a church, a school, a library, a centre for
Bible study and translation, a few houses
and a large area with trees and many
gardens full of vegetables. Here are working
many missionaries and many activities cross
in the alleys. We must thank Mr. Claude
Clavagnier who made it possible for us to
use this place for one of our stations. The
Centre Biblique de Niamey is located on the
less populated side of Niger river and the
two sides are connected by a single bridge,
called John Kennedy Bridge, that therefore
becomes a nerve point of the city. It seems
impossible that in a city where the car is a
luxury for few, every day, in the rush hour,
this is the only place where the traffic jams.
Each evening, around 5pm, a few policemen
do their best to regulate the flow of cars,
mostly taxis, pedestrians and some camels.
On the bridge you can see a variety of
people who travel, move, eat, sleep, beg. In
the middle of the river there is a small island
where people used to go to wash clothes
while both sides of the river are good for
washing themselves. It's not rare to see a
camel walking on the pavement and
pedestrians walking in the road.

SIM
Jim is a missionary and belongs to SIM
which stands for Societe Internationale
Missionnaire (www.sim.org ) and is an
international missionary organisation with
more than 1,800 missionaries serving in
more than 43 countries on five continents.
Currently there are about 130 SIM
missionaries in Niger. SIM runs the largest
hospital in the country and has a couple of
small aircraft to easily move things and
people from Niamey to the other places
where SIM missionaries are serving. It
happens that volunteers have to wait some
time in Niamey before they are able to move
to their final locations. SIM runs two Guest
Houses in Niamey with about ten rooms
where these people can be hosted at
reasonable prices during their stay in the
capital city.

In 2001 the other key of our DXpedition
was Dan Germaine, AE4RP, who at that
time was in Niamey signing 5U7DG. He is a
pilot and a SIM missionary. He was in

In 2001 we stayed in the smaller of these
two Guest Houses, called the Tillabery
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Niger with his family and we must thank
him that we were able to get on the air for
our first DXpedition to Niger. He and his
nice wife Lisa let us use their house to set
up a station and they fed us, too. Germaine's
house is located about 300 meters from the
Tillabery Guest House. Now Dan Germaine
is back in the US and that house is currently
empty waiting for the next missionary who
will stay there. It is a large house with a nice
garden and it is a little strange seeing it
empty after we saw it full of life one year
earlier. Now it contains only part of the
kitchen furniture, a refrigerator, a few chairs
and - would you believe? - a water bed,
probably the only water-bed in Niger. What
makes this house really important is not the
garden or the water-bed but a TH6DXX
antenna that in a civilised country is
probably common but that in Niger
represents a real luxury. Finding it already
placed on top of a tower in a place like this
is almost unbelievable. We pushed very
much to be allowed to set up one of our
stations here to take advantage of this
antenna and our friend Yacouba succeeded
getting permission from SIM to use it.

vertical, 88 ft (27m) tall, that works on 40,
80 and 160m. We bought the DXpedition
version that is extra light and it is cut in
easy-to-transport lengths. The full vertical
weighs less than 10kg. When we received it
from the factory in Germany we were in the
middle of winter and decided to erect it at
12UIY's place to tune and test it. In January
we had many nights with 10 or more
degrees below zero and a fog that would not
allow you to see over 50 meters in front of
your nose. Every morning the trees were
covered by heavy frost. The same happened
to our vertical which did not seem to be
very vertical but seemed to be ready to fall
on the ground at any time. We spent several
days trying to find the resonance point in
the tuning-box without success. Then we
decided to rebuild the box completely and it
finally worked. Even with just a couple of
radials, it was working great on 80 and very
well on 160. We did not pay too much
attention to 40 as we were not planning to
use this antenna on 40 from Niger. We
decided to assemble the antenna on Monday
but to raise it on Tuesday, taking advantage
of the fresh hours of the morning. The
Centre Biblique of Niamey has a soccer
field surrounded by gardens and it was just
behind the library where we set up our
station. The people who take care of the
vegetables were really very curious to see
what we were doing with that strange long
pipe. The next morning, in about 20
minutes, the antenna went up smoothly and
without any problem. It took about half an
hour setting the many guy wires and then
the bulk of the work was done. We were
happy and worried at the same time:
everything went smooth for 3 days and that
has never happened before in a DXpedition.
Before our arrival, Jim 5U7JK, cut about 50
radials 40 meters-long. Since copper wire
was very expensive, Jim decided to buy a
big roll of wire used by carpenters: it will
not shine under the sun but it will do the
work. The soccer field was really perfect to
string the radials and we covered it with
them, including some of the nearby gardens.
Local people that used to cross the soccer

Getting on the air.
After the first night spent all together at the
CBN Guest House, we got up very early to
start dividing up the equipment that we had
to move to the other locations. It was
Monday 4th February and we planned to
spend the whole day working on the
antennas. We had to work hard in the
morning because the temperature during the
middle hours of the day was very
uncomfortable for us even if locals were
wearing heavy coats because it was winter
for them. At CBN we raised the antenna that
we decided to leave behind to 5U7JK so he
could replace his 15m inverted V. It is a 4
element antenna that works on 10, 12, 15,
17, 20 and 30m. It works on 6m using it
upside-down.
Operating extensively on the low bands was
one of our priorities and after some
planning, in autumn we decided to buy a
Titanex V160E vertical. It is a hell of a

the stresses on the tubing. But yes, the
VI6OHD is designed to be put up just like a
whip antenna (which it resembles in more
than one sense !). At this point, I chickened
out. I had the local metal shop make a
couple of guying rings, and attached light
guys at 40 ft and 60 ft, just where the
regular V160 is guyed. I note John's
comment about guying at 20 ft as well, but I

think that the extra strength of the HD
version may allow me to get away without
this, despite the fact that the antenna is on
the top of a hill. However, in the interests of
caution, I added a 20ft set of guys_ We shall
see how it fares in the gales which are only
too frequent here in South Shropshire.
All in all, quite an experience. I now have
great respect for the qualities of titanium !

Member Profile
Bob Beebe, GU4YOX
I first became interested in radio when I was
around 10 years old. At the time my uncle
was a TV repair man for a local company in
my home town of Derby. It was 1970 and
technology was moving at quite a pace. I
recall watching him with the back off a
valve TV set, repairing what he said was a
"simple fault". It looked a fantastic world in
there, of things I'd never seen before. My
interest in radio and TV grew to the point to
where the headmaster at my school gave me
a shortwave wireless to listen to the world.
This was it, I was smitten. I would listen
with great interest to broadcast stations and
amateur AM transmissions from all around
the world. I started writing a log of what I
heard and I still have that first listener log
book today.

operating experience. I was an expert tea
and coffee maker during my early years
there! I recall spending my first ever night
awake all night when my parents gave me
permission to join in HF NFD in 1972.
Great memories
At 13 I joined the RSGB. A personally
signed membership certificate by George
Jessop G6JP confirmed I was A8731. After
a couple of family house moves and listener
shack set ups, I felt it was time to move on
and become licensed. In between studies, it
took me until I was 22 before I took the
RAE and became G I BBX. Experiencing
openings on 144MHz was very exciting. I
started learning Morse; my tutor was
G4HDP Ken Griffin, who had got many
Derby listeners and class B's through the
test. 1 enjoyed the challenge. I had passed
my driving test by then and I recall the three
and a half hour car drive to Trusthorpe
coastal station to take the test. I managed to
get my ticket and became G4YOX.

Just a few doors away from where my uncle
lived there was a radio amateur. My uncle
asked if I could pop around and see the
station set up. Sure enough, I think I went
around the next day. Yes, it was fellow
CDXC member Ken G3OCA! I was very
impressed. What was impressive, was that
you could talk to people all around the
world when normally, you would have to
write a letter or book a long distance
telephone call, days in advance. It was
shortly after this that I became a member of
the Derby and District Amateur Radio
Society (DADARS) and my SWL career
began. At 12 I was co-opted onto the
DADARS committee and enjoyed looking
forward to club meetings and to the

I married Antonietta in Italy in 1986 and we
bought our first house in Derby. Antonietta
is Italian and we have two daughters. As the
house was quite small, the garden shed
became the new abode for the station. I
became interested in chasing new countries
and started collecting QSLs for awards, etc.
I worked at the time for the CEGB as an
electrical engineer, based at several of the
midlands region power plants. However, in
19891 spotted a post in the Daily Telegraph
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was the hotel. Sure enough, in the distance,
way up on the hillside, I could see a large
house, with aluminium glinting in the
sunshine. I expect there were some beams
up there, but interestingly it was from the
beach house, at sea level and with wire
antennas, that Bob had operated lately.

barrels in a massive wooden rack. Matt
explained that these were props from the
1990s remake of the film The Old Man and
the Sea, based on the Ernest Hemmingway
novel, scenes of which had been filmed at
the beach bar. When the film crew left, Bob
Denniston had persuaded them to leave the
props in situ as they added some atmosphere
to the place!

It was not only its singular appearance and
'honesty box' system that made the
Smugglers' Cove beach bar such an unusual
place. Within its walls, surrounded by
concrete pillars and broken furniture, was an
old Lincoln Continental convertible,
registration number VI 2, that once upon a
time must have been a beautiful car. Matt
explained that it was the vehicle used by
HM Queen Elizabeth ll in 1977, when she
had visited the British Virgin Islands as part
of her Silver Jubilee tour. It lay there now,
with four flat tyres and rusting in the saltladen atmosphere, looking very sorry for
itself, but it is to be hoped that one day
someone will recognise its historical
importance and renovate it. At the back of
the bar, too, lay a large number of rum

We had a couple of beers, then went for
another dip before bidding our farewells to
Matt, because we had to pack as we were
returning to England the following day. On
our last day, we went to the Jolly Roger Inn
for breakfast, as it is just 100 yards from the
port where the ferry would take us back to
St Thomas, from where we would catch the
Continental flight to Newark and London.
At the next table, also having breakfast,
were Matt, along with his mother Carol and
her brother Matt. It transpires that at present
Carol lives in Bridport, Dorset, but we never
did find out if she was going to return
permanently to Tortola to take over running
the Smugglers' Cove Hotel.

Another Titanex experience
Don Beattie, G3BJ
Seeing the article by John (G3WGV) about
raising his Titanex 87ft antenna, prompts
me to send a follow-up note about my own
antenna.

ground) is then attached about 3ft 6" from
the bottom of the antenna. Imagine the
stresses — an 87 ft antenna, to be winched up
by pulling hard 3ft 6" from the bottom ! I
was very doubtful, and didn't try at first to
raise the whole thing. I started with just 40ft
of the antenna assembled, and it went up
without any problem. Then I added another
20 ft — getting a little flex now, but still OK.
Finally I added the last 27ft and got the
traditional Titanex "droop". However,
trusting in the design I wound away and
guess what — it went up first time.

I elected to buy the heavy-duty version of
the VI60 (the VI6OHD), which comes with
a very sturdy mounting frame on which is a
winch. The antenna itself is made of very
heavy-duty titanium tube sections. The most
surprising aspect of the antenna, however, is
the way it is supposed to be erected.
Basically, the mounting frame is concreted
into the ground, and then the antenna is
assembled on the ground (all 87 ft of it) and
the very bottom attached to a
hinge/insulator arrangement at the bottom of
the frame. A wire rope from the winch at the
top of the mounting frame (about 4 ft above

The other quirk about this particular Titanex
is that it is supplied with a parts diagram,
but no instructions. Also, there were no
guying points evident on the antenna. Surely
this was not to be un-guyed at 87ft. Imagine
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field by bicycle stopped and carried the
bicycle on their shoulder because they were
afraid of those wires! It took about an hour
to tune the antenna on the required
frequencies but the result was rewarding:
the SWR was perfect on both 80 and 160.

Beverages could not last long. We decided
to put 3 of them one on top of the other to
lengthen them enough to let the people walk
under the Beverages without any risk for
them and for our Beverages. Soon the CBN
soccer field was crossed by two long wires
beaming US and Japan running on top of
sticks kept together with black tape. This
very much increased the curiosity of the
men who were taking care of the gardens
and were watching us scratching their
heads. We used all the available room to
make the Beverages as long as possible so
the ends were right in the middle of the
gardens. Just a few days before flying to
Niger we received a box of tools for
Beverages from Torn, W8JI, Mr. 160, that
made our life much easier.

The second station to set up was located in
the Tillabery Guest House, the place from
where we operated in 2001. We felt at home
here so we started immediately to line the
pieces of the antenna in the porch. This year
we found a mast that was higher than the
one we used a year ago so we discovered
that a large branch was disturbing our
antenna. This was a job for Pascal, one of
the care-takers of this place. He first tried to
cut it using a saw carried by Jim and then,
shaking his head, he got is large machete
and climbed the tree again. In few minutes
the large branch was on the ground and our
antenna went up easily. Here we installed a
home made 3 elements for 10, 12, 15, 17, 20
and 30m, it's very light and it works like a
champ. The next antenna to assemble was
the Butternut HF2V for 40 and 80m that we
had already used in 2001. There is not much
room for radials here but we put the antenna
in the middle of the property and then
stretched about 30 of them but the antenna
had some unbelievable SWR. After some
thinking, Silvano realised that he had just
assembled it almost upside down! The last
antenna to be assembled was the 3 elements
for 50MHz that we had used in 2001 and
then left behind for Dan 5U7DG.

Six callsigns.
When we applied for our licenses, we asked
for 3 callsigns because we planned to use
one of them on CW, one on SSB and one on
ATTY. The local Authorities first told us
that from 2001 the cost of the ham licenses
increased by 550% (!) and then told us that
we were 6 so we needed 6 licenses and they
suggested they would give us the 3 callsigns
that we had in 2001 and 3 new ones. But
5U7JK stepped in and told them that, since
we had already paid for the old 3 callsigns,
if they really wanted us to pay for 6
callsigns they should give us 6 new ones!
Negotiation is everything in these countries,
HI! So we had to pick up 6 different
callsigns and we decided to make the prefix
hunters happy by putting on the air all the
possible prefixes that had never been on the
air before. We decided to use 5U1A on CW,
5U4R on SSB, 5U6W on 50 MHz, 5U8B on
RTTY, 5U9C during the ARRL DX Contest
CW and then we saved 5U0T that was the
least interesting one to use during the last
day of operation.

The Beverages.
When we were planning our operation, I
wrote to 5U7JK that we wanted to run out a
couple of Beverages to improve reception
on low bands. So I told Jim to tip someone
to cut and plant 2 lines of sticks: one
directed NW-SE and the other directed NESW. We were planning to use the sticks to
hold the Beverage wires but, unfortunately,
we had not considered that the soccer field
is crossed by several footpaths used by a
multitude of pedestrians and cyclists who
cross the field even during the night when
it's dark and the sticks were too short so our

Four locations.
In order to avoid the problems given by
having more stations operating from the
same place, we installed our stations in four
different locations relatively far from one
another. This choice made our life much
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easier and made it unnecessary to use any
sort of filters. Our first station was located
at the Centre Biblique of Niamey, on the
southern side of the river. The second
station was at the Tillabery Guest House.
The third station was at Germaine's house
and the fourth station was at 5U7JK's place.

AL-811X amplifier: about 400W output.
For RTTY we had two PK232s by
Timewave.
From time to time we took advantage of
having a fourth station available at 5U7JK's
house. We could not operate from here very
often because we did not have enough
operators and this was a pity because some
days conditions were really excellent. This
station was operated by 5U7JK and
IK2DIA, only on SSB and only on 15m.
The station consisted of an Icom
1C706MklIG and a simple inverted V for 15
meters. 5U7JK has a 20m high tower
already raised but we had no time to install
an antenna to use during our stay.

At the CBN we set up right in the library
which is the closest building to the soccer
field where our antennas had been installed.
From here we operated on SSB and CW,
using all bands except 40 and 6 meters.
During the first week this station was
operated mostly by I I HJT and IK2WXV
and during the second week the operators
were I2UIY and I2YSB as 11 HJT had to fly
back to Italy due to some business
engagements. The station consisted of a
Kenwood TS440S and an Ameritron AL572 amplifier: about 800W output. This
amplifier has been donated by W8JI to
5U7.1K.

Both in 2001 and 2002 we never had any
trouble with either the local Ministry of
Telecommunications or the Police. They
were always very friendly to us and did their
best to help us but this year they did even
more. They have a deep interest in our
hobby and they would like to establish a
ham radio association and try to push some
students to get interested in ham radio. We
have been visited several times by some
local notables and we put them in touch
with some Foundations that might help
them. Both the Chief of the Police and the
Vice Director of the Ministry of
Telecommunications paid us some visits.
We are happy that we found some new
friends!

At the Tillabery Guest House we set up in
the room #4, now called the "Italian room"
which is the only one which has a door to
the garden. Here the shack and the
dormitory are in the same room. From this
location we operated on SSB and CW, using
all bands except 80 and 160 meters. During
the first week this station was operated
mostly by I2UIY and 12YSB while the
second week it was left in the hands of
IK2WXV. The station consisted of a
Kenwood TS440S and an Ameritron AL811X amplifier: about 400W output and
also an 'corn 1C706MklIG used for 6
meters.

Camels and DXpeditioners.

If you worked us in 2001, you should have
received a QSL showing 5 Tuaregs riding
their camels. It was a nice quality card but
each time we hand-delivered it, we were
asked a funny question like this: "which one
of the riders are you?" So this year we
decided to show that we could do it. If you
were looking for us in the early afternoon on
February 8, that was the only time when no
station was on the air for about 2 hours.
After about half an hour of merciless
negotiation under the sun between 5U7JK
and the camel drivers, we hired 7 camels
with the sole purpose of taking some
pictures: seven radio operators riding

At Germaine's house we had a very large
house completely empty all for us and we
set up our station where the TH6 feedline
was coming down from the ceiling, right
near the main door. From this location we
operated on SSB, CW and RTTY, using
only 10, 15 and 20 meters. Most of the days
this station was operated by IK2DIA and
IZ5BRW while I2UIY operated from here
during the two contests and I2YSB took
some turns here, too. The station consisted
of an Icom 1C706MklIG and an Ameritron
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argued that G5YN's operation was not a
'pure' DXpedition as he was employed as a
radio operator for the British political
mission to Tibet. Bob Denniston's operation
from the Bahamas was purely for the
enjoyment of operating amateur radio from
a rare DX location.

number of broken beach chairs and sun
loungers. But on the wall was a sign
announcing 'Smugglers Cove Beach Bar Open' and a metal ladder protruding
vertically from the roof supported a couple
of wire antennas. Son of a gun! Could this
really be Bob Denniston's "Smugglers Cove
Hotel"?

We decided to give Smugglers' Cove a visit.
Fortunately, we had hired a 4WD Jeep
rather than a saloon car, because the track
was truly dreadful. After probably a couple
of miles, which took perhaps 15 minutes,
we emerged on to a picture-perfect beach, a
half-moon crescent of pure white sand,
backed by palm trees. There was no sign of
any hotel, however.

We wandered inside, where there was a
young European guy in a T-shirt and shorts
sweeping up some of the dust and sand that
lay in thick layers on the concrete floor. On
the counter was an open cigar box
containing a few dollar bills and coins and a
notice saying "Help yourself to beers and
sodas and put money in box". I asked the
guy if this was Bob Denniston's place. Yes,
he said, but he died a week or so ago. I
explained about amateur radio and how
had come to know the name of Bob
Denniston, even in England. At that stage
we introduced ourselves. It turned out that
this was Matt Arnborg, Bob's grandson.
Matt is a chef working in Switzerland, but
had grown up in the BVI and was back on
holiday. He said that his grandfather, who
was 83, had been operating on the radio on
12 May, had gone to bed that evening and
just not woken up. That's the way to go.

Thinking that the Smugglers' Cove Hotel
must be inland a little and hidden from view
by the dense tropical vegetation, we decided
that, having taken the trouble to reach this
beautiful spot, we may as well take
advantage of it and have a dip in the sea. It
was while paddling a few metres from the
beach that I thought my ears were playing
tricks on me. I could hear a CW pile-up!
Way in the distance, occasionally being
blotted out by the sound of the waves, I
could definitely hear Morse code. Good
heavens, was this the ghost of VP2VI
coming to haunt me? This needed
investigation!
Wading ashore and drying off, I walked
along the beach until, virtually hidden by
the palm trees and bush, I could see a small
house with what looked like a 6m beam set
back perhaps 50 yards from the beach.
There was no apparent way of getting to the
house and by that time I could no longer
hear any signs of amateur radio activity
from within.

The Morse I had heard must have been Lee,
VP2VE, who lived in a beach but further
along the beach, Matt explained. Lee and
Bob had been great friends and Matt said
they were even talking about doing one
more DXpedition, to East Timor, at the time
of Bob's death. Matt had been interested in
amateur radio when he was much younger
and Bob had taught him Morse code, but he
had never taken out a licence and had now
forgotten the code, he said.

A little further along the beach was what
looked like a derelict beach hut. It was made
of grey concrete and had much debris such
as fencing and dead palm fronds, on the
roof. It looked like it had suffered hurricane
damage some years earlier and had never
been repaired. A broken wooden staircase
outside the building hung away from the
wall, going nowhere. Outside were a

I asked Matt if the beach bar was a going
concern. Yes, he said, Bob's son, also
named Matt, and his daughter, Carol, were
going to make a go of it. In the old days,
when Bob had been running the business
seriously, there had been a couple of rental
properties (I got the impression that it was
from one of these that Lee, VP2VE, was
operating) and a big house on the hill, which
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An Interesting Encounter on Tortola
Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG
In May, Eva and I spent a delightful two
weeks in the British Virgin Islands — this
time without taking any radio. The reason
for this is that we stayed at three different
locations and I could not be bothered
assembling and dismantling the station three
times for such a short visit. We flew via
Newark, New Jersey, and St Thomas, US
Virgin Islands, taking the opportunity to
meet up with our old friends John, G4DQW
/ N2QW, and Rosie Krzymuski in New
York on the way.

paying much attention, having lost interest
after some five or six minutes of the
minutiae of the club, when the report
concluded with the simple statement that the
club noted with sadness the passing of
Robert Denniston, a long-term resident of
Tortola and staunch supporter of the Rotary
Club. Hmm, that name was familiar - Bob
Denniston was VP2VI, wasn't he? I
wondered if it could be the same Bob
Denniston: probably, Tortola is a small
place and only has a population of 19,000.

After taking the ferry from Charlotte Amalie
on St Thomas to Tortola, BVI, we settled
into our first apartment on Cane Garden
Bay, with a beautiful view over the
Caribbean towards the island of Jost van
Dyke. Although 1 didn't take any
transmitting equipment, I did take my trusty
little Sony 1CF-7600DS receiver which
allowed us to keep in touch with home via
the BBC World Service, which is literally a
'local' station there, thanks to a relay station
on the nearby island of Antigua. In fact, we
needn't have bothered, because there was a
cable TV in our apartment and among the
numerous American and Puerto Rican
channels was BBC World. Almost the first
image we saw upon switching on was
Potters Bar train station, following the rail
disaster there. It was bizarre to have been
travelling for nearly 48 hours only to be
confronted with such a familiar image from
home, albeit in such tragic circumstances.

Sadly, my suspicion was confirmed when I
bought a copy of the Island Sun newspaper,
published in Road Town, Tortola, on 18
May, which carried a half-page obituary of
Bob Denniston headlined 'Amateur Radio
celeb dies'. The obituary looked as if it had
been lifted verbatim from the ARRL
website, replete as it was with expressions
such as "DXpedition", "ARRL", "DX
contest" and so on which can't have meant a
whole lot to the good citizens of Tortola.
The newspaper, however, mentioned that
Bob had run what it described as the
"Smugglers Cove Hotel" on Tortola.
Smugglers' Cove was only a short drive
from where we were staying, but we hadn't
visited it before as it involved a drive down
a long unmade stony track.
As well as being VP2VI for many years,
Bob had been WODX in his native USA,
where he had a long and illustrious amateur
radio career, becoming ARRL President
between 1966 and 1972 and IARU President
from 1966 to 1974. DXers with a memory
longer than mine will remember not only
VP2VI, but also VP7NG, which was Bob's
first DXpedition to the then-British colony
of the Bahamas. Indeed, the 1948 VP7NG
DXpedition has lead to Bob being credited
as being the 'father of the modem
DXpedition'. Although Sir Evan Nepean's,
G5YN, operations from Tibet in 1936, of
which I wrote in the last CDXC Digest,
preceded VP7NG by 12 years, it could be

I always make a point of listening to the
local radio station when visiting a new
place, as it can provide a fascinating insight
into the local community. The British
Virgin Islands' radio station, ZBVI ("The
AM Advantage") on 780kHz, was no
exception. A couple of days after we arrived
I was sitting on our balcony, admiring the
view as the sun went down and, while
sipping an ice-cold rum and cola, was halflistening to a lengthy news report on the
activities of the local Rotary Club. I was not

camels with some antennas in the
background. It was not very easy getting on
top of them, at least for some of us, but at
the end we did it!

Rate, rate, rate.
Once you have set up the stations, if nothing
breaks and conditions are reasonable you
should have no problems filling your log. So
we did. Sometimes pile-ups were wild but
we never had real problems mainly because
this year we were louder than in 2001 so
everyone could listen to us easily. We had
no particular highlights: every one of us had
the chance to have fun and to get tired of
working stations on both SSB and CW.
When conditions with Japan were good, we
always paid some extra attention to JAs
because we owed this to them since the
previous year we had not been able to give
them enough chances. This year we worked
over 4,600 of them and those who had
enough patience worked us on 7 or 8 bands.
Other areas were much easier to work even
if they were quite far from Niger: we logged
3,000 W6/W7 and many of them worked us
on 9 bands. Conditions on 50MHz were not
very good, we spent hours monitoring
50.110 without hearing a single station.
There were some short openings with
Europe almost each evening that produced
about 500 QSOs in all.

Transportation.

Having 4 locations, this year we had to
travel a little. Transportation in Niamey is
done mostly by taxis and if you want be the
only passenger you have to pay 4 times the
ride. If not they will stop and pick-up
someone else during the ride. Camels are
still a very common way to transport any
kind of goods, especially the mats that are
used to cover the local huts. Firewood is a
very important good in Niger and it is
moved from one corner of the city to
another with small barrows hauled by little
donkeys that are usually treated very badly
by their owners. Transportation on the rivers
is done with pirogues that look very unsafe
even if the river is relatively quiet.
Transportation of radio amateurs is by way
of a bike driven by 5U7JK. Niamey is not
an easy city to drive, especially if you carry
a large Italian on the back of the bike.
The Orphanage.

During our stay, some of us had the chance
to visit the local orphanage. We understand
that this has nothing to do with a
DXpedition but we guess that nobody can
be indifferent in front of these children.
Currently there are about 10 little children
in this orphanage, all of them are up to 2
years old. Jim 5U7JK, although he already
has 2 sons of his own, is fighting to adopt a
2 year old girl named Farida but it is not
easy since most of the children are usually
adopted by French families. The orphanage
doesn't have many conveniences: no toys for
children, just a bed and a nurse each 6
children. Every time that Jim and his wife
Connie want to visit the orphanage they
must go to the Ministry and get written
permission and they do this every day. If
you're not strong enough it is better you
don't go with Jim because it's really a
touching scene watching Farida crying
when Jim leaves.

Contests.
Entering a contest was not the main object
of our trip but since we were there, we took
the chance to compete even if we did not
have enough power and antennas to be
serious in the contest, at least this is what
we thought. After checking the past results,
we decided to let I2UIY operate as Single
Operator on 15 meters that seemed to be the
best band. So he signed 5U8B using the
TH6 and the Ameritron AL-811X with
about 300W output. It was not much but it
was enough to set a potential new world
record with over 1,300 QSOs. The contest
went really smoothly, he had just to work
split for the most part of the 30 hours of
operation to avoid the jam produced by a
zero-beat RTTY pile-up.
The ARRL DX CW was a very interesting
contest but it clashed with our schedules.
The flight from Niamey to Paris takes off on
Monday morning but Air France requires a
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pre-check-in at the airport that happens on
Sunday afternoon at 1500 so for that time
you need to have everything packed. We
went to meet the boss of Air France in Niger
and he was very kind to exempt all of us
from that duty. So, 3 of our stations
operated until early Sunday morning when
all of us, except Paolo, started to take down
the antennas and pack everything. I2UIY
kept the station at Germaine's house on the
air, once more as Single Operator on 15m.
This time he signed 5U9C, a brand new
prefix which had never been on the air
before. The first two hours of the contest
were great, with over 165 QSOs for hour.
Not bad for an IC706 and an Ameritron
AL811 with 300W output. Conditions were
too good between the US and Europe so
Americans did not pay too much attention to
other directions until the band died with
Europe and at that time he started working
better. At the end 5U9C logged 2003 valid
QSOs which should be enough to be
number 1 in the world. A problem never
faced before came from PacketCluster. In
fact, about 10 to 12 times during the contest,
someone spotted 5U9C with a wrong
callsign. There were spots for HU9C,
SV9C, 5V9C and other strange callsigns.
Each time this produced an immediate
explosion of callers that were calling like
crazy WITHOUT listening to the callsign,
just trusting on the spot on their screens. It's
not easy calculating how much time
everyone wasted in this way but it happened
really too many times during the contest.
Are we all becoming PacketCluster slaves?

was easily unplugged and packed. This time
we had no problems with excess baggage
since we left behind the amplifier donated
by W8JI, the beam that we donated to
5U7JK and some other smaller accessories
left to complete Jim's shack. The flight back
to Paris was very pleasant as only 70% of
the seats were taken. We had some rest in
Paris, waiting for our connection to Milan.
At this point we didn't know exactly how
many QSOs we had made since we had logs
spread on 3 computers and some on paper
so we spent some time making assumptions
about the possible total. Finally we flew
over our Alps where the snow was shining
under the sun: we were at home.
Some numbers.
The most important number is this: we made
over 57,000 QSOs. This is a real success for
us. Even if we had more operators and
better equipment than in 2001, this was
always a low budget DXpedition that made
a very high score, including winning two
international contests. The majority of the
QSOs were made on SSB with about 64%
of the contacts. CW got 33% of QSOs and
RTTY had 3% which is not that bad for a
DXpedition. We had the chance to cook
about 27 pounds of pasta and to finish about
10 pounds of real Parmesan cheese that we
brought from home.
The highlight is certainly the work that we
did on the low bands. This was not the main
object of our trip but we know that many
were looking for us on 80 and 160. We were
able to be on these two bands each night for
13 nights in a row. The two Beverages did
an excellent job and the Titanex was
outstanding. We made almost 5,000 QSOs
on 75 and 80 meters with loud signals all
over the world. 1,400 of these contacts were
with the US while 335 were with Japan. On
Top Band we made a little over 900 QSOs
on CW and 335 of them were with US
stations.

Time to go.
Each nice adventure must come to a end and
we had a really happy adventure without
any major problems. Each day we were
asking ourselves how was it possible that
nothing bad had happened, yet. Maybe the
many problems that we had in 2001 were
enough for 2002, too. So it was time to take
down our antennas. The Titanex came down
first and once more we had no problems at
all. This nice vertical did a great job during
our stay and it took relatively a short time to
pack it back into its ski-bag. All other stuff

they would not let us board the aircraft
without passports.

the cost of the emergency passports, ticket
re-issue fees and replacement of my camera

We had no option but to return to the hotel,
book back in our old room and start to make
phone calls home to let our family know
what had happened. Needless to say, we
were unable to contact the British consulate
or the airline office until the Monday
morning. We also phoned Vidi and Hester
and arranged to meet up with them again
after church on the Sunday.

etc. There would be no contribution
whatsoever towards our necessary living
expenses whilst waiting for a flight home,
nor towards the cost of an alternative flight.
We have held an "annual, multi-trip with
independent travel" policy with the same
company for several years but it's at times
like these that you realise that travel
insurance never covers you for real
situations!

We spent another very pleasant day with
them, including a visit to the IMAX cinema
and an excellent lunch at Hout Bay.

The only way home
When no phone call was forthcoming from
Turkish Airlines, we called them, only to be
told that all their computer systems were
down and to call back in the morning. Next
morning, the airlines' computer systems
were still down and they had no idea of
when they would be back on line, so we
took the only decision possible — to take up
our option on the SAA flight that evening.

Time to sort things out
First thing on Monday morning, I
telephoned the British Consulate and spoke
to a very helpful lady who explained that we
needed to get some passport photos and visit
the office to get Emergency Passports issued
at a cost of 510 Rand each (about £34). We
also visited the Turkish Airlines office,
which was fortunately quite close to the
Consulate. On explaining our position we
were told that there were flights on
Tuesdays and Saturdays only, that the
following day's flight was already
overbooked by 10 passengers and that there
was only one seat left on the next Saturday
flight. The clerk did say that he thought that
he could probably get a second seat on the
Saturday flight and would call us at the
hotel later in the day.

The flight was uneventful and we arrived at
Heathrow very early on the Wednesday
morning, surrendered our temporary
passports to the Immigration Officer and
caught the Rail-Air link home.
Despite the problems at the end of our trip,
we had a fantastic time in Cape Town. With
the exchange rate currently around 15 Rand
to the £1, living is surprisingly inexpensive.
Special QSL cards have been printed and
are available from my call book address or
via the RSGB bureau. My particular thanks
go to Vidi, ZS1EL and Hester ZS I ESU,
N4MPQ For the use of their station; to Al,
ZSIAAX and Kay for their hospitality and
for ferrying us around and to my XYL, Jan
for indulging me in a couple of very
enjoyable and unexpected hours on the radio

We were fairly desperate to get home as
soon as possible as both Jan and I had
important business commitments.
Consequently, we made inquiries in a
bucket shop as to the possibilities of
alternative flights home and in fact took an
option on a South African Airways flight on
the Tuesday evening. We also managed to
contact our travel insurance company in UK
and were told that our policy only covered

as ZS I /G3SWH.

Wait, it's not over.
Niger is a poor country and in these
countries poverty pushes people to steal to
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city .

Stella, but didn't get on the air again.

Radio after all ..

Saturday 27th April was our last day in
Cape Town and we were due to fly home
late that afternoon. We decided to do little
else but pack and some last minute shopping
in Long Street as transport to the airport was
arranged for 2.30 p.m. Jan particularly
wanted to visit the Bead Shop. We didn't
know until later that it was a public holiday
and most of the shops, bars and restaurants
on Long Street were closed, including the
Bead Shop.

On arriving at Vidi and Hester's home, no
time was lost in showing me the shack and
firing up the rig. Vidi uses one of the
beautiful N2DAN paddles, but I am a dyedin-the-wool bug key user and have never got
the hang of an electronic keyer. Vidi
unearthed no less than three mechanical
bugs from his collection and one was
quickly pressed into service. A quick listen
on 14MHz at around 1400 UTC revealed a
couple of W7s ragchewing on an otherwise
dead band. 21MHz made for a quick QSO
with A25/DJ6SI, but 28MHz was quite
lively and a CQ call from ZS I /G3SWH was
immediately answered by N2UI at 1445
UTC, followed by N4JF. After about half a
dozen "normal" QS0s, a pile-up developed,
mainly of Europeans so I reached for a pair
of headphones and dropped into 5NN mode.
The pile-up grew and I was forced to work
split at a good run rate, although I am still at
a loss as to what was so interesting about a
ZS station on 10 metres.

Somewhat disappointed, we looked round
for somewhere to have some lunch and a
final beer before leaving and spotted a
couple from our group on the balcony of a
bar called the Purple Turtle, only a few
yards from the hotel. We waved and they
beckoned us to join them.
Robbed!

We sat at the end of the balcony with my
back to the handrail. I placed my camera
bag containing the passports, tickets and a
not inconsiderable amount of cash on the
floor on my right hand side. Whilst engaged
in a pleasant conversation with our friends, I
was conscious of a group of Asian people at
the next table and of one of them walking
several times along the balcony to look over
the handrail and signal to someone below,
but as the balcony was quite a busy part of
the bar thought little or nothing of it.

Al and Vidi were highly amused by my
wrist action when using the bug, as using an
N2DAN paddle is an altogether much more
sedate affair. For the next couple of hours, 1
was plied with tea and biscuits whilst
working 194 stations in 37 DXCC entities
before Jan decided that I had been indulged
enough and it was time for Al to drive us
back to the hotel.

When the time came for a second round of
drinks, I looked down and discovered that
my bag was missing. It was obvious that I
had been the victim of a very slick and
professionally carried out robbery by the
people at the next table but who were now,
of course, long gone

The rest of the holiday went as planned.
Monday saw a birdwatching trip to the Paarl
Mountain Reserve. On Tuesday we took a
tour of the Cape Peninsula. We visited the
Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens on
Wednesday in the pouring rain. Thursday
was allocated to visiting the Winelands and
no less than five vineyards, six if you count
seeing the cheetahs at Spier. Friday dawned
a beautiful day so we were up very early
and took the first cable car of the day to the
top of Table Mountain, which had been
wearing its tablecloth (clouds) earlier in the
week. That evening, we went to Al's home
for dinner with his wife Kay and sister

We rushed back to the hotel and asked them
to phone the police, but as there was only
about 45 minutes before we were scheduled
to leave for the airport, the local police
recommended us to report the theft at the
airport, which I duly did. I then reported to
the Turkish Airlines desk and was informed
that re-issuing the tickets would not be a
problem on payment of US $50 each but
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make some money to eat. For safety reasons
we paid some guards who stayed with us
around the clock to avoid robberies and for
our safety. Two of them were Karim and
Hamma, both of them make a very good tea.
Pascal and Ali took care of us at the
Tillabery Guest House. Then we had
another couple of them at Germaine's house.
Well, we left the 4 element beam behind at
the Centre Biblique of Niamey. We donated
the antenna to 5U7JK and we did not take it
down to make his job easier when his tower
at home is ready. The first night after our
departure, when our guards were there no
more, someone tried to steal the antenna,
probably to sell the aluminium. The result
was that the antenna crashed to the ground
and two elements were broken. This is
Niger.

minutes each that show our two trips in
Niger. This CD Rom is available in
exchange for a donation of $20(US) (or
£22). Contact Paolo, I2UIY
(i2uiy@cqww.com ).
Credits.

We want to thank the following people who
made this DXpedition a real success:
Monsieur Amadou Maliki, Monsieur Abey
Mijidadi, Monsieur Abdou Titi, Monsieur
Claude Clavagnier, Dan Germaine
5U7DG/AE4RP, Tom Rauch W8JI, Vinicio
Ravizza IK2CIO, Marco Bombelli IK2CHZ,
Joshua Berger IK2OIU, Giovanni Carnevale
IIUJX, Rusty Epps W6OAT.
Great support came from the Northern
California DX Foundation, the Eu DX
Foundation, the German DX Foundation,
the Chiltern DX Club and the Danish DX
Group.

Web site & CD Rom.

In autumn 2001 we built a web site to
provide updated information about our
project. The address is <www.qsl.net/niger2002 > and here we put logs of both our
2001 and 2002 DXpeditions on-line and a
few pictures are available, too.

We received valuable help from: Titanex,
Ameritron, Timewave, Eco Antenne,
Elettroprima, IKIPML Printing Shop, Keys
by I2RTF.
This is really all for 2002. We hope to show
up from somewhere else in 2003, who
knows?

We put together a CD Rom with over 1,100
digital pictures and with two Microsoft
PowerPoint presentations of about 40

Table 1— QSOs by Callsign and Mode
160 CW
160 SSB
80 CW
80 SSB
40 CW
40 SSB
30 CW
20 CW
20 RTTY
20 SSB

5U1A
914

5U4R

5U6W

5U8B

5U9C

RIOT

3

1

2494

235

354

2

2119
1309
2488
2257
407
8997

1271

29

914
4
2119
2729
1309
356
2488
2257
407
10268

918
4848
1665
2488
12932

17 CW

1602

17 SSB
15 CW
15 RTTY
15 S513
12 CW
12 SSB
10 CW
10 SSB
6 CW
6 558

2504
1301

—

2011
1369
5670

712

4338

1001

2883
1906
7447

766

8
504
16779

Table 2

31807

512

1776

2011

4226

QSOs by country
DL
3A

I
UA3
SP
EA
OK

G
UR
F
VE
OH

SM
ON
UA9
PA
HA
55
PY
OE
HB9
YU
OM
9A
LA

OZ
SV
CT
YO
LU
EA8
LZ

LY
GM
HL
EU
GW
VK

1602
2742
3312
1369
6382
2883
5339
1906
8213
8
504
57112

238

T9
CT3
EI
XE

15801
5120
4678
4451
2431
2416
1946
1945
1556
1545
1482
1019
978
896
700
607
570
567
474
448
438
434
430
412
392
384
372
349
346
316
241
220
214
166
149
134
116
111
106

4344

An Unexpected Activity
Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH

11063

When the bombshell landed that our
DXpedition to the Midway Islands in April
2002 as W4M was to be cancelled as a
result of the hotel operator on the island
ceasing its operations, Jim, G3RTE and I
looked around for an alternative and readily
accessible destination. We looked at the
possibility of going to Grand Turk in the
Turks & Caicos Islands, (NA-003) which is
relatively rare from the IOTA point of view
but VP5 sees a lot of holiday type activity
from Providenciales (NA-002), which rather
undermines interest in DXCC activity. As
we were all considerably out of pocket
following the Midway fiasco and a trip to
VP5 would have been almost as expensive,
we decided to put our plans for a 2002
DXpedition on hold.

8222
10119
512
57111

100
94
90
82

Table 3 — QSOs by continent
Africa

470
5768
32547
17148
263
901

Asia
Europe
North America

Oceania
South America

0,82%
10,00%
57,00%
30,00
0,46%
1,6%

36534
18798
1765

Having decided to abandon a radio trip, I
started to get big circular hints from Jan
about going on holiday together instead. As
we had already set our minds on going back
to Madagascar in the autumn, we agreed it
would have to be a cheap one! After much
poring over brochures, we finally agreed on
a very reasonably priced package of a week
in Cape Town in late April, flying from
London via Istanbul on Turkish Airlines.

64%

33%
3%

Table 5 - Food by weight.
Pasta
Pamesan cheese

Table 6

-

30

271bs
10Ibs

QSOs day by day.
Feb 04
Feb 05
Feb 06
Feb 07
Feb 08
Feb 09
Feb 10
Feb 11
Feb 12
Feb 13
Feb 14
Feb 15
Feb 16
Feb 17

1974
3769
5345
6555
5256
4327
3481
4724
4485
3533
3697
3042
4128
2183

The Victoria and Alfred Waterfront is still a
working harbour, but much tasteful
redevelopment has taken place and there are
many restaurants, bars and shops. Jan and I
spent the first part of the Saturday evening
exploring and having a meal - and the
second part getting gloriously drunk on
South African brandy in the hotel bar with
another couple in our group. Heaven knows
what time we went to bed, but I woke at 5
a.m. to find that all the lights in the room
were still burning! After a late breakfast,
Jan was still feeling hung over, but I was
(surprisingly) fine.

Destination Cape Town

Table 4 - QSOs by mode.
SSB
CW
RTTY

aircraft in Istanbul and touching down
briefly in Johannesburg, Vidi and Hester
had explained that on most Sundays they
come into the city centre from their home in
Somerset West, to go to church and to visit
the V & A Waterfront. Coincidentally, their
church is quite close to our hotel and we
arranged to meet at 11 a.m. in the lobby and
to go to the Waterfront for lunch with Al,
his xyl Kay and his sister Stella.

It

Vidi, Hester and Al all arrived as planned
and we set off for the Den Anker, a Belgian
restaurant at the Waterfront, where Kay and
Stella joined us. A family of seals cavorting
in the sunshine provided entertainment
during the excellent lunch. Vidi asked if I
wanted to play some radio during our trip,
but we explained that we had a rather full
schedule of sightseeing and had no time
available. After lunch, Hester proposed that
we all went back to their house for coffee.
Somerset West is about an hour's drive east
of the city centre and we were concerned
about getting back to the hotel afterwards,
as there appeared to be no public transport
available. Al solved the problem by very
kindly offering to drive out to Somerset
West and then ferry us back to town in the
early evening. Even so, it was a fairly
devious route home for him, as he lives in
Constantia in the southern suburbs of the

Once the booking had been made, I sent a
short e-mail to Al, ZS1AAX suggesting that
we meet up for a drink and/or a meal. Al
responded positively and suggested that we
also involve Vidi, ZSIEL and his XYL
Hester, ZSIESU, N4MPQ. Several friends
asked if I planned to take any radio
equipment with me, but as our hotel was in
central Cape Town, I decided not to. (Quite
apart from the fact that I didn't think that
ZS1 was rare enough to warrant the
organisation involved.)
We left Heathrow on the evening of Friday
19th April, arriving in Cape Town around
11 a.m. on Saturday 20th, having changed
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An Unexpected Activity (Page 31)

DXpedition To Treasure Island - TI9M (Page 12)

Phil running a surprise pile up as ZS1/G3SWH.

Cocos Is - The hill-top station

An Interesting Encounter On Tortola (Page 34)

The Smugglers Cove Beach Bar. The ladder on the roof supported
VP2VI's wire aerials
IV

This quad put out a tremendous signal!

The Pizza & Pasta Contest Club Proudly Presents:
Niger 2002 (Page 21)

Another Titanex Experience (Page 36)

Imagine the stresses - an 87ft antenna, to be winched up by pulling
hard 3.5 feet from the bottom!

87 feet of educated titanium!

